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WHEATNET1- FUTURE PROOF! 
WHEATNET LETS YOU ROUTE THOUSANDS of bi-directional signals at ONCE in just 60 

microseconds—all secure, virus-proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conven-
tional stacked router or IP-based designs, interconnecting up to 48 studios (each with its own independent 
mix engines and I/O resources) using just one CAT-5 wire per studio, plus providing systemwide X-Y control 
from one central location. You can even meter and monitor ( in stereo) any signal systemwide. 

REDUNDANCY? We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET and CAT-5 link from each 
studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system! 

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking; benefit from our experience! 

48 CAT-5 PORTS with 128 audio channels 
(plus embedded control data) per port. 
THAT'S 6144 TRAFFIC CHANNELS IN JUST 

TWO RACK SPACES! 
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FlexStarTm HDI-100 Importer HDE-100 Exporter HDX-.7M/HD Exciter Managing Content. Delivering Results. 

"I recommend the FlexStar- Exciter. 
It's an extremely reliable way 

to launch HD Radio- broadcasting." 

Bob Hensler 
Vice President of Engineering 

Colorado Public Radio 
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Real Time Spectral Display 
This exclusive Harris feature 
provides easy venfication of 
FCC mask compliance. 

"We've found Harris' new Exciter, along witn the Importer and Exporter, to be very flexible and 

reliable. There are more inputs on this Exciter than any other brand, allowing flexibility and 

minimal downtime. Plus, Harris is the first to include iBiquity's Exgine Architecture which gives 

us a simplified. more reliable installation. With the help of Harris, we now provide more streams 

and channels to the Denver population without adding transmission sites. I recommend the 

Harris FlexStar family to other radio groups. It's as easy as new technology can be to operate 

and helps us accomplish our goals." 

9IIRRIS® 
assuredcommunications'" 
Broadcast • Microwave • R F • Government Systems www.harris.com 
For information call: 800-622-0022 HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 2006. 
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Remote Broadcasting 
over the Internet 

The remote from Mexico was a 
spectacular success, in no small 
part thanks to the flawless sound 
which the Tie//ne G3 provided 
over the public Internet 

-Mike Rabey Chief Engineer 
Entercom Indianapolis 

Read the full story and get a FRE IP demo 
www.tieline.com/ip 

800-950-0750 

TielindM 
www.tieline.corn 
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cess and a Thrane Explorer 500 BGAN terminal. 

ADC and Andrew to Merge 

The new company is called DG Fastchannel. 

Edward lannotti joins Nautel from Texas Instruments. 

Currents Online 
Selected headlines from the past month. 

Senate Confirms McDowell for FCC 
Robert McDowell fills the third Republican seat on the Commission, filling the seat va-
cated by Kathleen Abernathy. 

Comrex Access Passes Inmarsat Service Tests 
The test was completed from the Inmarsat headquarters in London using a Comrex Ac-

The combined company will be based at ADC's world headquarters in Minnesota.The 
companies expect the transaction to be completed by the end of the year. 

DG Systems Completes Merger with Fastchannel 

Nautel Names lannotti as GM of U.S. Operation 
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Find the mic and win! 
Tell us where you think the 

mic icon is placed on this issue's cover 
and you could win a Heil mic 
courtesy of Transaudio Group. 

We'll award a 
different Heil / 

mic each month ' 
during 2006. 

This month, 
enter to win a 

Heil Sound PR-20. 

Enter by July 10. 
Send your entry to 

radio@prismb2b.com. 
Include your name, mailing address and phone number. 

TRANSAUDIO 

BROADCASTING 
www.transaudiogroup.com 

No purchase necessary. 
For complete rules, go to beradio.com. 

McDowell 

Heil Equipment Moves to Rock Hall 
A display that opened on June 8 will highlight 
some equipment from Bob Heil's early work with 
the Who, the Grateful Dead and more. 

Site Features 
The Engineer's Notebook 

One Radio magazine reader tells us about his 
recent find in the Engineer's Notebook in Reader 
Feedback.Take a look and see what other handy 
tools are available. 

Buyers Guide Online 
A printed version of the Radio magazine Buyers 
Guide is released in December, but you can ac-
cess the most current info online right now. 

Recognizing Innovation 
December 2006 will mark the 100ffi anniversary 
of Fessenden's first radio voice transmission. We 
need your help to identify the top technical ac-
complishments for radio broadcasting, and we'll 
report on these accomplishments in the Decem-
ber issue. 

NAB2006 Photo Bing 
See the images from NAB2006 through the eyes 
of the Radio magazine staff and contributors in 
the NAB2006 Photo Blog. 

E-mail Newsletters 
The Currents Online weekly e-mail and Digital 
Radio Update bring you the latest news and 
information. Subscribe to both today. 

6 June 2006 Ranee magazine www.heradio.com 



AEQ 
all the audio 

and communications 
for broadcasters 

BROADCAST AUDIO CONSOLES EQUIPMENT FOR REMOTES 

ARENA Console 
Ultimate digital audio console. 
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BC 300 
Analogue audio console with built-in telephone hybrid and 
power amplifier at incredibly low price. 

BC 500 
Cost effective analogue audio console with built-in 
digital telephone hybrid. 

BC 2500 
Top level analogue audio console. 

1 

Palm-size digital recorder. New and improved design. 

Swing 
Portable codec, audio mixer and telephone hybrid. 

' r • amnia . _ 

Eagle 
ISDN audiocodec with phone hybrid capabilities at a 
great value! 

- 
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Course 
The COURSE, a 4-unit chassis, with control software and dual 
power supplies accommodates up to 10 communication 
boards: dual channel ISDN codec, Digital Hybrid (analog line) 
or V35/X21, and soon to be released IP codec. 

TH 02 
Digital telephone hybrid with frequency extender. 

AEQ USA 
Phone: +1 954-581-7999 

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only) 
e-mail: sales@aeqbroadcast.com 

For more information please visit us at 
www.aeqbroadcast.com 
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m More to digital radio 

lamesirgital radio, the debate 
about various transmission systems rages 
on, but the real future of digital radio lies 
nat in the transmission scheme, but in the 
blisic definition of digital radio. 

Is digital radio HD Radio? Yes, but it's also 
DRM, DRE, Cam-D and other digital trans-
mission systems. Digital radio doesn't end 
with these terrestrial transmission systems 
either. Terrestrial broadcasters don't like to 
admit it, but satellite radio is digital radio, 
too. It is just based on a different business 
model. Is this the limit of the digital radio 
universe? No, there's still more. Internet 
streaming can be considered digital radio; 
so can podcasting. 
We need to define the meaning of digital 

radio so that we can better understand what 
it covers, and better plan for its future. 
The digital part is easy to define: an en-

coded bitstream. Digital also carries an 
inference to a future technology Analog 
was yesterday. Digital is tomorrow We see 
this everywhere with the consumer focus 
that digital anything must be better simply 
because it's digital. 
What is radio? For our use we mean radio 

broadcasting,and that means delivering an 
audio program of entertainment or infor-
mation to an audience. Classically, this 
has been done via a wireless transmission 
(the definition of the noun radio), but if we 

ignore the transmission medium for 
a moment,we can still consider 
many different types of audio 
streams as radio. 

With this in mind, it's safe 
to say that digital radio 
is the digital delivery of 
an audio stream. This is 
not a difficult concept. 
However, terrestrial ra-
dio stations are having 
difficulty separating the 
content creation for a 
massaudience from the 
delivery mechanism. 
Look around and 

you'll see that the me-
dia convergence is really 

happening. You can now watch TV programs on an !pod 
or a cell phone.You can watch movies on a portable game 
device or a PDA. You can download a radio program and 
listen to it during the day when you want on an Ipod, cell 
phone, PDA, PC and countless other devices. So why do 
so many broadcasters seem to think that digital radio 
ends with IBOC? 
IBOC—and specifically HD Radio—is but one piece. To 

continue the quest to provide digital radio to the masses, 
stations must keep looking. Traditional terrestrial deliv-
ery—analog or digital—is not the only future. Successful 
stations will be content providers with many delivery 
vehicles. Digital radio is just one part of the multimedia 
experience. 
Broadcasters should continue investigating alternate 

forms of delivery While many stations already stream their 
own signals, they must look farther afield. The giants of 
the online industry also provide streaming audio. These 
services tend to be super jukeboxes, so why not leverage 
their reach with the popularity of a radio personality? At 
the end of last year, Clear Channel was exploring this idea 
with Yahoo,Apple and Microsoft. 
Everyone carries a cell phone today, and some compa-

nies are looking to use this installed base to sell more 
services, including radio. One example is the Motorola 
Iradio. Just like partnering with the online firms, similar 
deals can be made with the dominant cell providers. 
These ideas require some deals to be made,but terrestrial 

stations can take the first step on their own. If you're not 
streaming already, begin doing so. Display the program 
service data that you prepared for RBDS or HD Radio and 
put it online. Taking this one step further, we can promote 
HD Radio through a variety of player skins for Windows 
Media, Winamp and the others. Perhaps the HD Digital 
Radio Alliance can provide these for stations,and include 
presets for the stations to link to their multicast streams. 
Stations can also begin offering podcasts of their pro-

grams. Many automation system manufacturers offer this 
capability as do most of the logging systems. 
This is all based on existing technology The successful 

content provider will be ready to take advantage of them 
by embracing the systems that are available today 

Chriss Scherer, editor 

cscherer«,prismb2b.com 

E-mail: radio@prismb2b.com 
Fax: 913-514-7201 
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This is how you feel when you find out 
the remote is this afternoon. 

ACCESS IP Codec is how you cope. 

ACCESS uses BRIC technology on the public Internet to deliver wideband 

mono or stereo audio on an IP network. Use it on DSL, cable, WiFi, satellr,e, 

3G cellular, or pratty much whatever you've got. It can even cperate 

as a POTS code:, delivering wideband mono or stereo audio over AIL AREA 

a single POTS we. IACCESSD 

Read all about BRIC technology in the P Audio Coding brochure. 

Want a copy? Contact us at 800-237-1776 or check our website 

at www.conrex.corntip 

Your Pass to Amazing Audio From milyvvItere 

Put Cornrex On The Line. 

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com 
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 4-978-784-1776 • Fax: -1-978-784-1717 
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m Identifying tower sites 
By Kevin McNamara, CNE 

f you have been in the business long, you 
have been, or will be, tasked with finding 
a new tower location. This happens for a 
number of reasons; one of the more com-
mon is that urban sprawl has caught up 
with your once remote site and the value 
of the property is worth significantly more 
money than your owners might see fit to 
pay. In real estate terms, this is called the 
"highest and best" use of the property and 
can be translated as"it will be easy to find 
an entity willing to pay too much for the 
property who will subsequently subdivide 
it and sell it for a huge profit to the general 

----emTiemal11111 
Finding a suitable location for a new tower involves working with more 
than just zoning laws. 

publiCAnother common reason is that the 
same sprawl has moved away from your 
previously dominant coverage footprint, 
or maybe the owners purchased an under-
performing facility and want to move it. 
Whatever the reason, you, as the engineer, 
will be thrown into the middle of the proj-
ect and, in addition to your other duties, 
will take on the responsibility of finding a 
suitable property that will accommodate 
the new tower. This wasn't a big deal 15 or 
20 years ago when towers, and the issues 
surrounding them, weren't a part of our 
life; but thanks to the advent of mobile 
telephones and the multitude of towers 
required to support a wireless network, 
everyone is extremely aware of their pres-
ence and the impact they might pose. 

I have been waiting for the one zoning hearing where I 
follow an attorney representing a broadcast group justifying 
to the board (and angry onlookers) how their 1,500' tower 
is in the best interests of the people. I can imagine that my 
request for a 125' monopole would go much easier than 
normal, assuming we can get the board to stop laughing 
about the previous request. 

Where can we go? 
You will typically start the process of finding a new tower 

site location armed with some form of area-to-locate study. 
This can be provided by a consulting engineer or can 
be created on the desktop with one of the available RF 
plotting programs. The purpose of this study is to overlay 
the relevant protection contours of the other stations on 
your frequency or adjacent frequencies. The specific 
criteria vary depending on the type (AM or FM) and class 
of service affected. 
The end result is that you will be in possession of a 

topographic map depicting a suitable area where the 
station could be located and subsequently approved 
by the Commission. I want to caveat this by saying that 
these previous steps are good for the perfect world, but in 
practice will probably be much more difficult as a result 
of short spacings and grandfathered inference limits and 
other obstacles. 

Identify potential sites 
Once you have narrowed the search to a particular area, 

the next obvious problem is to find a specific parcel of 
land that might work. You will also have some idea of the 
minimum size of property needed to accommodate the 
project. The good news is that there is a wealth of free 
information on local government websites. Note that I use 
the term "jurisdictions" to define the local, county state 
or federal entity that has control over the specific area in 
which you are working.This is significant because some 
areas might require approvals from some or all of the above 
and you need to know how many of these entities must 
approve this and their filing process. It is not unusual to 
spend the time and money to take a project successfully 
through the zoning process only to find out you will not be 
able to file for the building permits until you get additional 
approval(s) from other agencies. 
In the majority of urban areas, finding land is easier said 

than done. Developers and investors have been aggres-
sively buying large tracts of land outside of urban centers 
with the intention of developing or selling as the metro 
expands outward in the future. Your company should not 
enter into any purchase or lease agreements for a property 
without first having this information—the cheaper prop-
erty could end up costing more to get approvals than a 

10 June 2006 www.beradio.com 
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Virtuoso V5 
1.5 kW Digital, 4 kW Hybrid, 5 5 kW Analog Transmitter 

More Versatility 

• Digital adaptive pre-correction 

• Integrated Exgine 

• Programmable pre-selections 
for frequency, power and 
audio source 

• Frequency agile: N+1 

• Better than 62% overall 
efficiency 

• AC Voltage: 185-250VAC, 
Single and Three Phase 

More Robust 

• Redundant ventilation fans 

• Dual IPA power supply 

• Dual low voltage power supply 

• Dual IPA 

More Service-Friendly 

• Hot-pluggable RF modules 

• Hot-pluggable PS modules 

• Dual digital excfters 

• Compact, light weight rack 
(23"W x 72.5"H x 34 5"D) is 
ideal for tight spaces 

Hp Radio 

Phone: (207) 947.8200 Fax: (207) 947.3693 infoOnautel.com www.nautel.com 
HDRadlo Is a trademark of 181qtpty Digital Corp. All rights reserved. 
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The FCC's Towair program pro-
vides basic information about 
potential site issues that require 
further study. 

costlier one. 
1)Jurisdiction(s) of the 

area. Some parts of the 
area are unincorporated 
or fall in jurisdictions 
where tower ordinances 
are "silent:' 
2 )Zoning 

classification(s). Is it 
residential, industrial, 
agricultural?Residential 
makes the chances of 
approval almost zero, 
and the costs associated 
with the attempt to get 
it approved go up dra-
matically. Zoning maps 
are readily available 
at town halls or on the 
Web. A call to the zoning 
department will provide 
the specific process and 

possible timetable for hearings. 
3) Size of parcels available. Some areas 

might seem rather rural when driving 
around, however there might already be 

Ram Broadcast Systems builds studios for 

most of North America's major networks, 

group stations, and news organizations. 

Rani offers comprehensive studio design, 

fabrication, systems integration, and 

components. Put Ram's 35 years of 

• Studio Design Et Fabrication 

• Pre-Wired Systems 

• Broadcast Furniture 

• Switchers 

• Metering 

• Amplifiers 

• Wire Ef Cable 

• Racks 

• Accessories 

• Used Equipment 

• And More! 

a subdivision plan approved or specified on the "master 
plan" of the jurisdiction. 
4) Areas of historical or archeological significance. File 

for approvals from the designated state historical preser-
vation office. Tip: If the proposed site is in view-shed of 
a national park, it will not be approved. You need to file 
and have approved an environmental impact report with 
the EPA prior to any tower construction. 
5) Local airports and heliports. Run the FCC's online pro-

gram called Towair (wireless2.fcc.gov/U1sApp/AsrSearch/ 
towairSearch.jsp),which will provide cursory information 
as to any potential safety issues that require further study 
by a qualified airspace consultant prior to FAA approval 
to construct the tower. 
6) Environmental issues. Flood plains, wetlands, soils 

problems and wildlife habitants are areas to avoid. 
7) Prior use of the property. Have an environmental con-

tractor provide a"Phase 1" report that will reveal possible 
problems based on limited soil sampling and historical 
records. The conclusion of the report will reveal that there 
is no problem or may recommend a more comprehensive 
"Phase 2" study. 

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Cape Coral, FL. 

More Online 
Access this article online for more 

on zoning laws and ordinances. 

Rank) magazine 12 June 2006 www.heradio.com 
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IN THE LAST 15 YEARS NEEIMANN HAS 
HAD A IF Of FIRSTS. E SAM ONE Of 

THE NM ONUS ONES VEIL NOW. 
INTRODUCING THE FIRST DYNAMIC MIC 

EVER TO COME FROM NEIMAN. 
THE HCM 705 DYNAMIC MIC 

Of COHSE WE'RE SIR UMBER ONE IN CONDENSER 
MICROPHOÉS. IN FACT, WITH 01111 HCM HEM 
SINO HAS Alt ITS VOICES COVERED - ANO JUST 
ABOUT ANY INSTRUMENT THAT ELKS IN, TOO. 

THE MUIR CONDENSER HIE 
NEUMANN, USA 

THE MICROPHONE COMPANY 

Dist in the USA by Sennheiser Electroeic Corp. • 1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA • Tel: 860-434-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 
Latin America: Av. Xola 613 Ph.6, Col. del Valle, 03100 Mexico City OF.-Mexico • Tel: 52-55-56395-0956 • Fax: 52-55-5639-9482 
Canada: Tel: 221 Labrosse Ave., Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 143 • Tel: 514-426-3013 • Fax: 514-426-3953 
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Public file maintenance 
By Harry Martin 

lthough the last of this cycle's radio license 
renewal applications was filed on April 1, it 
is never too early to think about your next 
renewal.What you do now will determine if 
you receive any fines eight years from now, 
or have your renewal application put on 
deferred statuswhile the FCC contemplates 
what fine to impose. At least, that is the 
message the FCC delivered in one recent 
license renewal case involving the FCC's 
public file requirements. 
Licensees must certify that all documents 

required to be placed in the public inspec-
tion file have been placed in the file at the 
appropriate times. It is not enough that all 
required items happen to be in the public 
file by the time the license renewal is filed, 
the required documents must have been 
placed in the public file at the specific 
times required in the rules. 
For example, the FCC requires that is-

sues/programs lists be placed in the public 
inspection file within 10 days after the start 
of each calendar quarter (i.e., on Jan. 10, 
April 10,July 10, and Oct. 10 of each year). 
Astation that misses any of these deadlines 
but places eight years of issues/programs 
lists in its public file the day before filing 
its license renewal, or puts such lists in 
its file one or twice a year over the eight-
year license term, may have all required 
documents in its public file, but to that 
the FCC would say "so what"—because 
the important point would be that the 
licensee failed to place them there at the 
appropriate times. 
Given the significant number of items 

that must be included in a station's public 
file over the course of an eight-year license 
renewal period, many licensees have 
complained that the FCC cannot possibly 
expect stations to certify to 100 percent 
compliance with the public file rules for 
all times during the renewal period. Un-
fortunately for such stations,that is exactly 
what the FCC expects. 
The FCC recently emphasized this point 

in a letter ruling issued to a large group 
station owner. In the license renewal ap-
plications for its Ohio stations, the owner 

responded "yes" to whether each station had placed all 
required materials in the public file at the appropriate times. 
In fact, however, three of the four stations had failed to 
file issues/programs lists for various periods between 
1999 and 2001. These oversights were discovered in 2002 
and the missing issues/programs lists were placed in the 
public files at that time. 
When the license renewals were filed in 2004, the 

licensee answered the question regarding its public file 
in the affirmative, but then included an exhibit with the 
following caveat:" [Licensee] has answered Section III, 
Question 3 of this renewal application in the affirmative 
upon the belief that the station's public file currently 
contains all documents for which [Licensee] is respon-
sible as the licensee' 
Although the FCC concluded that the licensee did not 

intentionally attempt to deceive the FCC, it admonished 
the owner for answering yes when he knew that some of 
the station's issues/programs lists had not been filed on 
time. "A 'no' response is required to this question," the FCC 
wamed,"when the licensee knows or has a reasonable 
belief that required materials had not been placed in the 
public file at the appropriate times(s) :' The FCC fined the 
licensee $ 12,000 for the late-filed issues/programs lists. 
Stations will be held accountable not only for what items 

are not placed in the public file, but also for when items 
are placed in the public file. To avoid problems (and 
fines) at renewal time, every station should have a clear 
understanding of what must be placed in the public file, 
when it must be placed there. 
Many, if not most, public file problems result from the 

departure of a staff member responsible for the public 
file without a clear set of directives to that staff member's 
replacement. Such lapses in 2006 or 2007 will likely cost 
thousands of dollars in 2014 or 2015. 

Martin is immediate-past president of the Federal Communica-
tions BarAssociation anda member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, 
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@thhlaw.com. 

Dateline: Wr 
July 10 is the date that quarterly issues/pro-

grams for the period April 1-June 30 must be 
placed in every station's public file. (This 
requirement doesn't apply to low power FM 
stations.) 
Aug. 1 is the deadline for stations in Illinois 

and Wisconsin to file their biennial ownership 
reports. Aug. 1 is the date on which stations in 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Illinois, Wiscon-
sin and California must place their annual EEO 
reports in their public files and post them on 
their websites. 

14 June 2006 Rad«) magazine www.beradio.com 
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At 
fter nearly a week of seminars, exhibits and meetings, At 

activity of NAB2006 at the end of April seems 
Ike a blur to many, but based on accounts from at-

tendees and exhibitors, the show was a success. Overall 
attendance this year was 105,046, compared to 104,427 
for NAB2005. 
The thee topics that garnered the most attention were HD 

Radio, and multicasting and datacasting in particular,audio 
over IP, and the beginnings of several cooperative efforts 
between competitors. In our NAB review of products and 
technology, you'll see evidence of these activities in the 
products. Pick Hits and pictures from the convention. 
The Match and April issues of Radio magazine had lots of 

information about products being unveiled, as did the NAB 
Insider e-mail newsletter, but they only scratched the sur-
face. On the following pages you'll find details about some 
of the products that were kept secret until the convention 
doors opened. You'll also find the top picks of our Pick 

Hits judges with the top new products at the convention. 
The Radio magazine Pick Hits are the oldest technology 
awards from the convention, and our panel of judges has 
excelled in its task to find the best of the best. You can see 
the list of the judges and the official rules as well. 
Because of the scope of convention, it's impossible to 

include every new product introduction even in the pre-and 
post-show issues. Look for more great products in the New 
Products sect ion of upcoming issues, as well as the annual 
Product Source accompanying the September issue. 

—Chriss Scherer, editor 

vs,'• I 
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Recognizing Excellence 
The Pick Hits of NAB2006 

Reported by Kan i Tay lor. senior associate editor 

l'he Pick Awards are the original tech-
nology award presented at the NAB 
convention. First awarded in 1985, the 
awards recognize innovation in product 
development with an eye to meeting the 
practical needs for radio. The winners are selected by a 
panel of radio professionals who work kidependently and 
anonymously to find the top new products introduced 
at the convention. The panelists met on Wednesday 

during the convention to snake their 
final selections, which are limited in 
number. With so many new products 
introduced, this can be a difficult task. 
While their identities are kept secret 

during the convention, we can tell you who they are 
now. See the list on page 24. 
The Pick Hits judges also follow established guidelines 

to make their selections. See the rules on page 28. 
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Master clock time code generator 
ESE 
ES-188: The ES- 188 is 
a 1RU black anodized 
unit that displays nine 

3-24 

digits (day of year, hour, minute and second) of time as received 
via a user selected NTP server. Several types of time code, as well 
as a 1PPS signal are generated and output on the rear panel.These 
outputs allow the unit to interface with new or existing comput-
ers, automation systems and third-party clock systems. The clock 
features automatic correction for Daylight Saving Time and a 
four-hour battery backup. Options include ASCII NPR time code 
output, relay contact closure, 220Vac, 12 to 35Vdc power input 
and UL-approved power supply. 

310-322-2136: fax 310-322-8127: www.ese-web.com; ESeese-web.com 

Steve Church (left), 
president of Telos, makes 
the announcement that 
CBS Radio station WZLX 
Boston will offer all of its 
classic rock programming 

in surround and com-
patible stereo using the 
MPEG Surround system. 
Harold Popp of Fraun-

hofer and Paul Donovan 
of CBS Radio look on. 

Digital audio toolbo lik11101% 
Sencore Electronics elissilleir 
DA795: Analyze any 
stereo digital audio 
signal and generate 
low-noise digital test 
signals, all at up to 
24-bit/96kHz sample 
rate resolution with 
this device. The unit offers two sets of AES/EBU and S/PD1F 
inputs, including Toslink and ADAT, plus word clock in. Digital 
outputs, including AES/EBU, S/PD1F, and Toslink/ADAT and 
word clock out are also available. A transparency test verifies 
that a device passes digital test waveforms without errors, us-
ing synchronous or asynchronous test. The bit stream analyzer 
analyzes digital stream characteristics to check actual word 
length and sample rate, bit activity header information, flag 
errors and low voltage. Bitscope shows distortion, noise or 
jitter on an S/D or X-Y scope,and also applies the results to the 
internal speaker, headphones and line output. 

800-SENCORE fax 605-339-0311: www.sentare.com 

What the judges had to say: 

Lots of great test functions. 

Recording measurements over a period of time 
is a great feature to have. 

End- to- End Solutions From SCMS 
AudioArts Engineering D-75 Digital Live Radio Console 

Get Your Studio Solution 
from the Dealer That Knows Radio. 

1111131113 11113111311• 11•11111111111•11•11111111111•11111111111111 

Install an AudioArts Engineering D-75 in 
your studio and you'll know you've made 

the right choice as soon as you power it up 
Even better is that you can 
get it from the most 
reputable supplier 
in broadcast— 
SCMS. 

lN e you 000W WE KNOWRA 0101 

www.SCMSinc.com 

unk.,>: iamb 
NOVO, 

STL 

RF, Site 
; 

Pee d r-

e« eno Iwto 
Contact SCMS at any of its offices 

to discuss your needs. 
HQ in Pineville, NC: 1-800-438-6040 Bob, 

Ernie, Matt Mike 
Mid-South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben 
Central: 1-731-695-1717 Bernie O'Brien 
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp 
Mid-West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle 
South-Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White 

North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck 
South-West: 1-877-699-9151 Tyler Callis 
Pro Audio 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein 
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latA DIS F.THELATF 0 R NICOMP LA ENTED A UDIO/ MEDIASOLUTION    

Decentralized Audio/Media Network 

OEM-Products 

1VADIS D.C.II 
Digital Audio Production 

MVADIS D.C.I1 
Digital Radio Broadcast 

VARI 
Public Address 

Digital Radio On-Air 

MORE THAN JUST A DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK OUR TECHNOLOGY 

VADIS is the state of the art Audio/Media Platform for the professional IS YOUR SUCCESS 

audio industry with the versatility to provide solutions for 

•  numerous applications. Integrated platform concept 

• Fiber optic networking 
VADIS. the premier audio solution, integrates audio and control across 

multiple audio disciplines converging on- air. production. post production. • Any audio source — anywhere 

live sound. and sound reinforcement onto one platform. 

For more information 

visit www. klotzdigital.com 
or call 678-966-9900 

I   
DIGITAL 



/e fig* 

  11113151M PIC 
Data collection system 
Day Sequerra 
Market Area Monitor: Designed 
for HD Radio, analog and Internet 
broadcasts, this data collection 
system offers radio broadcasters a 
set of resources for local, regional and national HD Radio confidence monitoring and competitive analysis. The MAM system offers 
diagnostic measurements for any HD Radio station (AM or FM),whether an independent operation or part of a national multi-station 
group. Using 1RU of space, the MAM receiver records a complete snapshot of any station's HD Radio output including audio S/N 
ratio,level and time alignment as well as audio program samples,along with cataloging that station's full HD Radio data payload. The 
system also provides monitoring, cataloging and sampling of legacy analog AM and FM radio and Internet-streaming broadcasts. 

856-119-9900: fax 856-719-9903: www.dayseguerra.com: info@dayseguerra.com 

Rade Market Area Monaco Analyzer 

What the judges had to say: 

25 kW 50 kW 
AM transmission just right for YOUR station. 

011=211111=130MMIM 

ELI 
MUM 

The new 25 kW 4MX 25, like the award-winning 
4MX 50, is designed to meet the demands of both 
analog and digital transmission. Based on BE's 

 patent-pending 4M Modulation'— they both boast 
unparalleled 88% typical efficiency into a small footprint 

with a price to match. Power amplifiers, each with their 
own power supply, can be removed and replaced while 

is"xce Graphical user interface the transmitter remains on the air. Dual, low-voltage 

power supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one goes 
off line. Power levels down to 250 W meet all your power level needs, day and night. 

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E-Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com 

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks and 4MX and 
4M Modulation are trademarks of Broadcast Electronics Inc. 

I like being able to monitor all the 
AMs and FMs in my market. 

Excellent logging features. 

John Battison received 
the SBE's Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award. 
Photo by Angel Bates, SBE 

Studio mic 
AKG 
Perception 100,200: These 
large diaphragm, side-ad-
dress condenser mics are 
equipped with 1" capsules 
that deliver 20Hz to 20kHz 
frequency response, with a 
high-end peak that begins 
at 5kHz and rises to +4dB at 
10kHz. The mics offer 135dB 
maximum SPL capability and 
self-noise of less than 16d13-A. 
The 200 adds switchable 300Hz, 
12dB-per-octave bass-cut filter and a 10dB 
pad for greater flexibility Both mic's exter-
nally-biased capsules must be powered by 
48V phantom power. The chassis are made 
of zinc/aluminum alloy and the grille screens 
are made of special spring steel that are dent 
resistant. Both mics have an impedance of 
200a with a S/N of 78dB. 

615-620-38130: fax 615-620-3875 
www.akgusa.com; akgusa@harman.com 
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Xtreme Radio Automation... 11M 
amine AMS 
ONLY $100 PER MONTHL 

11111for a complete radio station 
Orifer 

Live on Air & Automation II 

X-Edit-pro production studio 

X-Sched traffic studios 

X- studio News & Remotes 

all included with Xtreme! oell Appise--- ....„....rd. No down payment 
j oilloilie ."-- Return at any time 

Xtreme 

'SOFTWARE 
powerful Win-
dows PC software 

111.111 

for live air, auto-
mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-
tion 

The 'Bridge' hardware ... 

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound 

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so 

that the PC requires NO special hardware or 

setup. This means that the PC can be off-

the-shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily 

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM 

combo with production room for only $300 

per month. With more than 15 years of 

automation experience and thousands of 

Arrakis automation systems in the field 

around the world, Arrakis can provide you 

with the solution that meets BOTH your 

business AND technology needs. 

Xtreme 

'HARDWARE' 

a 16 x 3 stereo routing 

switcher, dual PC sound 

cards, & control logic 

loft 

Free Factory training 

Free Hardware support 

Free Telephone support 

Free Software upgrades 

Free Hardware upgrades 

Free PC and Network setup 

the XTREME 'Solutions' program 

Xtreme is a complete solution for live 8i automated On Air Radio 

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We 

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that 

you supply s the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment 

there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation sys-

tem can Pe upgraded out of current operating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and training you receive the help you need to 

make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware 

replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you 

have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that 

is not included is the PC computer and we can help you with that 

too... also for free. 

...the risk free automation system 
XTREME-digilink 

970-461-0730 uvw .w. a rra kis-systems.com rrakis 



IP audio codeo software 
Musicam USA 
Audlostar: This is software 
for PCs that works over 
LAN, WAN, DSL, ADSL and 
the Internet. The system 
features an auto-detect 
algorithm built in, so when a user sends or receives content over an 
IP connection, the system can recognize the coding algorithm used 
in the transmission and automatically change the settings to match. A 
compact USB hardware key is required to run the software unrestricted. 
The software can be used on any computer equipped with a 10/100 LAN 
interface and a Direct Sound compatible sound card. It supports stan-
dard algorithms MPEG 1 and Layer 2, MPEG 2 and layer 3 and G.722. It 
also supports MPEG 
2 and 4 AAC,MPEG 
4 AAC low delay 
and uncompressed 
PCM linear audio. 

732-739-5600 
fax 732-739-1818 

www.musicamusa.com 
sales@musicamusa.com 

Jon Young (left) answers questions about 
the Arrakis Digilink Xtreme. 

IP audio distributiorNel le 
Barix Technology elmeellell. 
Instreamer, Exstreamer, Ex-
streamer Gold: With Instream-
er, stations can distribute 
audio and deliver music 
and announcements 
via any IP path. The 
Exstreamer MP3 

ttell 

Player pulls digital au- ,É 
dio from the network while convert-
ing it into music or voice. It communicates over 
a standard network connection (10/100 Mb/s Ethernet) 
with PCs, digital audio servers and Internet radio stations. 
It is controlled using a standard Web browser or IR remote 
control. The Exstreamer Gold is a MP3 player that can pull 
digital audio from the network while converting it to music 
or voice.This device includes its own built-in amplifier and 
speaker output. It communicates over a standard network 
connection with PCs, digital audio servers, Internet radio 
stations and analog audio sources using an Instreamer. 
+41 43 43322 11: fax +41 44 2142849: www.barix.com: info@barixcom 

What the judges had to say: 

An inexpensive way to provide an IP stream. 

I could use this for in-house monitor feeds. 

innovatiOrnever gets old. 
- 

At Dielectric, you'll find the same spirit of 

innovation that inspired "Doc" Brown to build 

a better radio antenna in 1942 alive and well 

in our full range of broadcast solutions: 

TV & FM Broadcast Systems • Tower Lighting 

Mobile Media • M2M Solutions 

Convergence is poised to change our 

industry more in the next five years than the 

previous sixty years combined. Working 

together — the possibilities are boundless. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Innovative Engineering 
for a Digital WorldTM 
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ZERO to 6 MILLION 
POUNDS OF THRUST. OH BABY! 

When our clients say they need our cases to withstand "extreme 
conditions", they mean it — enduring the hottest heat, the coldest cold, 
from zero gravity to hundreds of G's. ZERO cases and enclosures keep 
their contents safe and secure to the edge of the earth — and beyond. 

ZERO. Unparalleled Protection. 

wvvw.zerocases.com 1-800-500-ZERO (9376) 



USB-to-XLR codec 
Henry Engineering 
USB Matchbox: Replacing a computer sound card, this codec provides stereo line-level 
inputs and outputs at professional levels and eliminates the hum,buzz and other interface 
problems caused by in-PC audio cards. The Burr-Brown 8x ADC/ADC provides audiophile performance with the ease of USB interface 
to any PC. The unit features XLR connectors and monitor output with muting. The unit occupies 1/3 rack width and is 1RU tall. 

626-355-3656; fax 626-355-0077; www.herayeng.com; info@hemyeng.com 

What the judges had to say: 

The audio-to-computer bridge is still an obstacle in many installations. • This is a perfect problem solver. 

Digital Radio 
Is In His Future, 

Belden Should 
Be In Yours! 

Don't Trust Your Digital 
Conversion to Anything 
Other Than Belden — 
The Proven Leader in Broadcast 
And Data Cable Technology. 
Belden is the leader in broadcast cable 
technology. offering the best quality and the 
broadest line ot audio and video cables in the 
industry. In fact. Belden Brilliance products 
are the important link in any number of radio 
broadcasts, network and cable TV broadcasts, 
and post- production recording and film studios. 
For radio, this includes hundreds of top-quality 
cables tor instrumentation, microphone and 
line- level equipment applications — including 
AES/EBU-compliant digital cable designs. 

Additionally Belden is the market leader in 
Unshielded Twisted Pair ( UTP) data cable 
design, supplying extremely high quality cables 
for 10 Gigabit Ethernet performance. as well 

BRILLIANCE 

as Category 6 and 5e. And, only Belden 
offers UTP cables with Bonded- Pairs. Belden 
Bonded- Pair cables ensure good attenuation 
characteristics over longer distance since 
the pair conductors are bonded together to 
maintain a consistent conductor-to- conductor 
spacing. Bonded- Pairs also mean Installable 
Performance — that is, unlike other UTP 
designs, Bonded- Pair cables 
maintain their superior electrical 
performance even after 
the rigors of installation. 

So, for a better link to the 
future, stay tuned to Belden. 

For a FREE Digital Studio Cable Guide or 
a FREE cable sample, call: Belden CDT 
Electronics Division 1-800-BELDEN-4 
Or, go to Belden's Web site at: 
www.belden.com/radio 

Belden CDT 

200.5 Belden COI I, 

Pick Hits 
Judges 

The Pick Hits Judges cover the 
entire convention floor and 
make their selections 
independently and 
anonymously. 
Only Radio magazine tells 
you who its award judges are. 

Bud Mello, CRNT 
Director of Engineering Technology 
NPR 
Washington, DC 

Gordon Carter, CPRE CRNT 
Chief Engineer 
WFMT-FM 
Chicago 

Rill Croghan, CPRE 
Chief Engineer 
Lotus Broadcasting 
Las Vegas 

Steve Fluker 
Director of Engineering 
Cox Radio 
Orlando, FL 

Gary Kline, CRNT 
VP Corporate Engineering/IT 
Cumulus Media 
Atlanta 

Kent Kramer, CRRE 
Director of Engineering 
Reach Media 
Dallas 

Marshall Rice 
Engineering Director 
Bonneville International 
St. Louis 

Barry Thomas, CPRE CRNT 
Owner 
Thomas Media 
Bloomfield, NJ 
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION 

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD 

• 
Pu.00 

14' 

MoL., 

«/• 

111. 

..• 0  •1M BYPASS WHIG,.« 
LEV(  

EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY 
--Acz • 

PANIC WAIT I OR VwFul REBUILD 
AND ( XII 

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off 
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and 
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and 
have a solution for stations garge and smal' that provides up 
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license-
protecting delay. 

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24-bit delay, comes stancard 
with AES/EBU. and provides up to 80 secohds of memory — 
twice as much as other deays. There are fully adjustable 
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which 
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze, 
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air. 

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and 

RAMP TO 

ZERO 

Li 
e 

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch-down system. 
and an exclusive fast-entry-and- exit feature which allows 
starting a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe 
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay. 

For HD. the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode 
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in 
reat time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for 
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on-air, without 
aucible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience. 

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect 
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your 
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack. 

Eventide [HD COMPATIBÉe 
Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroFrecision Delay is a trademark af Eventide Inc. 02005 Eventide Inc 



Studio mie 

Neumann 
TLM 49: The TLM 49 features the K47 capsule 
used in the M49 and U47 microphones. The 
capsule offers a linear frequency response up 

to the upper mid-range. Above 2kliz there is a 
gentle presence boost up to 3dB. The capsule 
is enclosed by a large, acoustically open head 

grille. The 34mm diaphragm cardioid capsule has 

a tendency toward supercardioid performance 
due to the special capsule construction. The mic 
operates at an SPL of up to 114dB without distortion 

and a dynamic range of 102dB (A-weighted). 
860-434-5220: fax 860-434-3148 

www.neumannusa.com: neurnlit@neurnamiusa.com 

PIC HIT 

The SBE 
provided the 

day-long Ennes 
Workshop on 

Saturday. 

Transmitter remote 
control system 
Burk Technology 
Arc Plus: Automat-
ic functions are 
built in, and 
backward 
compatibility 
with theArc-16 
provides flexible roll-out options. The system is a next-genera-
tion transmitter remote control system for full-time, multi-site 

or dial-up operation. Taking advantage of the scalability of 
1P the unit connects an unlimited number of sites, each with 
as many as 256 channels of metering, status and command. 

Access the entire system from the front panel of any unit, 
take control using a Web-browser or PC software or dial into 
the system over the phone. Advance facility management 

operation incrementally with this equipment,and protect the 
station's hardware investment. 

800-255-8090; fax 918-488-0081; tnwiluricom: salea@buftcom 

What the judges had to say: 

It handles a tremendous number of sites. 

Backward compatibility with the ARC-I6 is 
a good evolution path. 

IT'S HERE NOW FROM BELAR I 
THE MOST COMPLETE HD RADIO MONITOR FOR DIGITAL FM 

It Includes! 
Frequency Agile Antenna and 2 High Level Inputs 

2 High Quality Analog FM Composite Outputs 

8 Analog Audio Outputs, 3 AES/EBU Outputs 

HD Status, SIS, and PAD Data 

• RF Spectrum Analysis 

• Time Alignment Analysis 

• 4 Assignable Alarm Relays 

• RJ-45 Ethernet Interface 

Optional Simultaneous Decoding of HD Main and Supplemental Programs 

www.belar.COM  
Designed, Developed, and Made in USA 
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"The South has a lot 
of ` favorites' including 
barbeQue, football and 
great hospitality. I'm adding 
Logitek to my list." 
"Logitek was the solution for our consolidation in Birmingham. We wanted a 
system that was flexible and reliable. The most flexible systems are based on 

router technology, and after looking at the choices, I picked Logitek. Logitek lets 
me makes changes fast and seamlessly. It manages my satellite feeds, 'talks' 
extensively to my Prophet system and lets me add sources and outputs without 

ever changing a wire connection. My operators love the ability to get any source 
anywhere, too. 

"When we built this facility we had four FM's and an AM. Suddenly, I had four 
additional HD streams to incorporate into the system. Logitek let me add the 
additional stations with a minimum of frustration. 

"Logitek may not be as high on my list as great barbeque, but it gets my vote 
for a great audio platform." 

Bob Newberry 
Market Engineering Manager 
Clear Channel - Birmingham 

Logitek Console Router Systems, with the versatile Audio Engine at their core, 
can handle all of your audio connections, mixing and distribution. 

Call today to schedule a demo, or visit 
our website for more information. 

'--\* 
Logitek 
Console Router Systems 

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 

5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 
713.664.4470 
1.800.231.5870 

info@logitekaudio.com 

www.logitekaudio.com 

0 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 



Broadcast Monitoring 

RDS Datacasing 

Mobile RF Measurement 

Remote 
control 
and 
Facilities 
Management 

ew 
generation 
of remote 
control with 
TCP/IP built-in 

Starting at 
$2,075 
with our most 
affordable 

SILVER Remote Control 

«ea 1:14 

RADIO DAt• 

Radio 

Audemat-Aztec 
Broad co st in ginnovation 

www.audemat-Rztec.corn 
Morn, FL USA - Tel: 305 249 3110 

ussaleseaudemat-aztec.com 

gliki_M !Moe 
Analog, digital translator 

Armstrong Transmitter 

TRX-HD series: Designed 
to transition a translator Pie HIT 
station from analog-only 

broadcasting to digital, this 

series receives an 

FM station's entire 

signal payload over 

the air, including its 
HD Radio digital 

component. The 
signal content is transferred to the TRX-HD transmit side for 

retransmission on the translator frequency. The TRX-HD10 pro-

vides 10W in the hybrid digital mode, the TRX-HD50 provides 

50W hybrid digital, and the TRX-HD100 is a 100W hybrid digital 

translator. Higher hybrid power levels are achieved by adding 

an Armstrong solid-state amplifier. 
315-673-1269: fax 315-673-9972: www.armstrongtx.com: sales@armstrongtx.com 

What the judges had to say: 

Stations with translators have been wondering how they 
will accommodate HD Radio. Now they know. 

To have it all in one package makes it an elegant system. 

Pick Hits Rules 
Unlike some other convention awards, the Radio 
magazine Pick Hits are selected by following a set of 
established, published rules. 

1. Products must be new and not shown at a previous NAB spring 
convention. In some cases, distinguishing a new product from a 
modified older one is difficult. For 'Pick Hits" purposes, a new 
product is one with a new model number or designation. 
2. Products must have some positive impact on the intended 
user's everyday work. Judges search for equipment intended for 
use on a regular basis. Products should provide new solutions to 
common problems. 
3. Products must offer substantial improvement over previous 
technology. Unique circuit architecture need not be included, 
but some new approach or application must be involved in the 
product's design. 
4. The price of the product must be within reach of its intended 
users. The judges seek products appropriate to a wide range of 
facilities. 
5. The products must be available for purchase within the 2006 
calendar year. Equipment must be on display on the show floor, 
currently (or imminently) in production, and some type of prod-
uct literature must be available. Judges take the exhibitor's word 
on availability dates. Products demonstrated in private showings 
do not qualify. 
6. The Pick Hits Judges operate independently from one another 
and remain anonymous to everyone including other judges until 
the selection meeting. This ensures that the products chosen 
are truly representative of the industry, that the judges were not 
persuaded in any way, and that the entire selection process is as 
fair as possible. The judge's identities are published in the June 
2006 issue. 
7. The editorial staff of Radio magazine serves only as a modera-
tor during the final selection process and has no influence or 
decision in determining the winners. 
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I.;I'UD101-11J8+ 
CASTIèn CAL 
"I think that the standard today in broadcasting is CAT-5. We use it 
to interconnect our studios, wire our consoles to the equipment 
rooms, and it is a pretty universal system and philosophy. 
StudioHub has given us an interface that makes it very easy to 
make broadcast equipment work with IT equipment." 

"StudioHub is very efficient. In our large studio is a 28 input con-
sole which to wire conventionally would probably have taken a 
couple of weeks. With StudioHub I think 3 of us came in here and 
basically got the consoles wired up in 2 or 3 days. That was quite a 
time savings." 

"One nice thing from an engineer's standpoint is that Radio 
Systems has the ability to pre-make harness cables from our con-
soles to interface directly to the StudioHub chassis R145 ' s. This 
made installation quite easy." 

"We also use StudioHub to connect alt of our studios to our equip-
ment room. We've got about 24 CAT-5's from each stdio back to 
the equipment room." 

CONNECT EVERYTHING 

THE CAT-5 STUDIO WIRING SOLUTION <, 

Studio e 4M/ 

- j 

Join a cast of thousands who now count on StudioHub+, 

THE broadcast wiring solution. 

StudioHub+ is the CAT-5 wiring system that lets you plug 
and play all your studio and rack-room equipment with an 
elegant system of pre-made cables and adapters. 

StudioHub+ is the universal analog and digital approach to 

wiring all your broadcast gear. 

See the Movie! 
Log on to www.studiohub.com/themovie 
to view scenes of WTOP and hear the 
whole WTOP/StudioHub+ story from 

Dave Garner, Engineering Director and 
the sequel from 8 other StudioHub+ 

sites around the US. 

Radio Systems, Inc. • Sol Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085 

Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3o44 • www.studiohub.com 



Built for the digital revolution for Radio Disney by Kintronie Labs. 

!re3in 1111 
Analog stereo matrix switcher 
Broadcast Tools 
ADMS 44.22: The device is a four-input stereo 
AES and four-input stereo analog matrix switcher 

with two independent stereo analog and AES 
outputs in a 1RU profile. Each input is equipped with a three-band EQ, five types of filters and a leveler function. Any or all of the 
inputs may be mixed,faded or dimmed to either or both output pairs. Additional features include selectable stereo VU meters; head-
phone amplifier; powered monitor output; 16x16 GPIO port and RS-232/USB port. The switcher is also equipped with an expansion 
port allowing a second unit to be added, increasing the inputs to 16. 

877-250-5575; fax 360-854-9479; vnwi.broadcasttools.com; atiebroadcastrools.com 

What the judges had to say: 

Switching analog and digital is something that I needed. • The extra features, such as EQ and remote control, are great. 

Signal processor 
Vorsie PIC 
AP-1000: This multiband,dual-path FM plus HD Radio processor features an interactive user interface 
for remote monitoring and control. This 31-band processor features three-band preprocessing AGC, 
an AM/FM output limiter, an HD Radio output limiter, four-band full parametric EQ, variable high- and 
low-pass filters and Ethernet control. It provides HD Radio latency FM delay FM stereo MPX generator, 

252-638-7000: fax 252-635-4857: www.vorsis.com: sales@vorsis.com gip 
a 24-bit sample rate converter, de-esser, and accepts a 44.1kHz,48kHz,96kHz or 192kHz inputs. 

What the judges had to say: 

The user interface is incredible, and it sounds very clean. • The graphic representation of the settings is outstanding. 

WFDF Radio in Motown, USA 
r Eight Towers, 50KW, DA-2 

AM Radio DA 
Phasing System: 
The Way It Ought To 8e. 

423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com www.kintronic.com 
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Speaker cables 
Belden 
Brilliance Low Cap OFHC: The 
cable's performance gains are 
achieved through the use of high-
conductivity, oxygen-free copper 
conductors that are inherently free 
of impurities. The use of a low-capacitance potyolefin dielectric 
rather than traditional PVC ensures a high frequency response,even 
over extended distance cable runs. The new cables are available 
with 10, 12, 14 or 16 AWG bare copper conductors and feature 
round, brightly colored and satin-finished PVC jackets. 

800-13ELDB11: fax 165-983-5294: www.beldan.cam: infebelden.com 

The Radio Hall is open for business. 

FM/HD Radio mod monitor 
lnovonics elgeme"  

Model 532: 
The compa-
ny's first prod-
uct manufac-
tured under 
license for 
lbiquity's HD 
Radio digital transmission system, the monitor measures pa-
rameters of the analog FM and the digital HD Radio program 
channels,and includes a display of the occupied spectrum. It 
measures the injection of FM subcarriers and displays signal 
strength and multipath effects. Built-in spectrum analysis 
provides for incoming RF and FM baseband. Its tuning range 
is 87.9 to 108.1MHz in 200kHz steps. Other features include a 
sensitivity of 10dBf for 50dB mono quieting; RS-232 serial,USB 
and TCP/IP network ports; and power requirements of 95 to 
250Vac, 50/60Hz, 50W 

800-133-0552: fax 831-458-0554: www.inovon.com: info@inovon.com 

What the judges hall to say: 

The easy-to-read display is fantastic. 

All the functions are built-in, including 
subcarriers and digital. 

WE BUILD COMPLETE FULLY OPERATIONAL RADIO 
STUDIOS (INCLUDING THE FURNITURE) FOR... 

BROADCAST RADIO INTERNET RADIO SATELLITE RADIO • EDUCATION • BUSINESS HOME 

CHECK OUT SOME OF OUR 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS!  

rN f-de,rn712-i fj 
COMPUTERIZED STUDIOS, LLC% 

Our ECS Studio was selected by the Nevada 
Broadcasters Association for their Headquarters' 
Radio Studio. 

Nevada is the FIRST State to have a Radio Studio 
WITHIN its Broadcasters Association! 

An ECS Studio is installed at the Whitman-
Hanson Regional High School near Boston, MA. 

EFRON OFFERS SAME-DAY STUDIO SETUP! 

Order delivered by 8am, you could be on the air by noon! 

Save time and money with our PATENTED TECHNOLOGY. 

IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES! 

8275 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 200 • Las Vegas, Nevada • 702-938-0475 

info@efronstudios.com • www.efronstudios.com 
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Safety system 
Will-Burt 
D-Tec 11: The built-in 
anti-collision system au-
tomatical ly stops mast ex-
tension, providing added 
protection from overhead 
hazards for the operator 
and equipment. The D-
Tec II is equipped with 
the Emergency Bypass 
System, providing a safe 
means of bypassing the 
D-Tec Il in the event a 
malfunction or false trip occurs preventing mast extension. 
System safety features include dual threshold ac alert, E-field 
(current) and H-field (magnetic); ac current and ac voltage 
sensing; audible alerts; and expanded self-testing features. 
The system offers an ac voltage detection range starting at 
1 10Vac/60Hz. 

330-682-7015: fax 330-684-1190; www.vriHbartcom; mastlite@willbecom 

What the judges had to say: 

Wonderful solution for mast safety. 

E and H field sensing is a needed feature. 

Podcasting, live streaming 
Orban 
1020 FE: This encoding 
application for netcasting, 
file encoding, podcasting, 
audio content download-
ing and mobile 3GPP 
devices supports the MP4 family of codecs including AAC and 
HE-AAC/AAC Plus. It can produce podcasts that can be streamed 
live or played on demand, even when the file is still downloading. 
Also included are file hinting for streaming applications and 3GPP 
mobile phones. The system can tag and add graphics for album art 

and logos. Downloads comparable to high bit-rate MP3s and WMAs 
can be achieved in half the time, using half of the bandwidth. 

510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500; wwworban.com: custserv@odian.com 

Your Best Move! 
Make ERI part of your 

broadcast strategy. 

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. ' 
A I 

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions  • 877 ERI-LINE • www.eriinc corn 

Comrex 
received lots 

of atten-
tion for its 
Access IP 

codec. 

THE 

EXPRESS LANE 

IS NOW OPEN. 

AudioScience introduces the world's 

first PCI Express sound cards: the 

ASI6600 series. Not only do you get 

the advantage of speedy PCI EXpress 

data transfer, but our ASI6600 series 

sound cards are loaded with Built for 

Broadcast- features. With PCI Express 

slots fast becoming the standard in 

new PCs, now is the time to get in the 

fast lane. Get ahead, and stay ahead, 

with AudioScience. Learn more by 

calling +1-302-324-5333 or visit 

www.audioscience.com. 

e - 

ASI6600 SERIES FEATURES 

+24dB analog levels 

96kHz sample rates 

SSX multi-channel support 

MRX multi-rate mixing 

MPEG Layer 2 and 3 encoding and 
decoding 

TSX time scaling 

SoundGuard transient voltage 
protection 

Short 6.6" PCI card format 

Up to 4 cards in one system 

Windows 2000, XP and Linux drivers 
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Eight channel 

remote control system 

Broadcast Tools 

 PIC 
No% o 
elm-6"w 

CUMM1111111111111111 
WVRC-8: This system comes equipped with a browser-based function 
program scheduler and alarm logger, while the user may select from four 
e-mail recipients or different sounds to play when an out-of-tolerance alarm 
is generated. The unit offers eight high-resolution telemetry channels,while 
each of the eight optically isolated status channels may be configured for 
five to 25Vdc wet or dry input monitoring. The eight control channels are 
equipped with independent SPST 1 A relays for the raise/on and lower/off 
functions. Other features include stereo silence sensor audio and balanced 
caller/send telco audio; a jack for external fail power supply; Vs"TRS jack 
for an optional external temperature sensor; a front-panel mic for remote 
aural monitoring; and a front/rear panel Ri-11 telephone jack for user voice 
response recording. 

877-250-5575: fax 360-854-9479 
www.broadcasttools.com; btebioatkasttools.com 

What the judges had to say: 

Lots of control in a small space. 

An excellent solution for smaller installations. 

PIC --'HIT 
Nme% 

Mini console dllieudelliP 

Sierra Automated Syste 
Rubi-T: This 
mini Rubicon 
broadcast 
console is 
6" high and 
features any 
number of in-
put modules, 
monitor mod-
ules and talkback modules.This console is useful 
for news booths, edit booths, voice booths, voice 
tracking and mini secondary effects mixer in on-air 
studios. Features include a full-length 100mm P&G 
fader, on and off, and four programmable source 
select or bus assignment buttons. 

818-840-6149: fax 818-84ff-6151 
www.sasaudio.cam: sales@sasaudio.com 

What the judges had to say: 

Lots of routing and mixing capability 
in a tiny space. 

Great for voice tracking, news editing and 
talk-show host positions. 

CRWAMW BROADCAST FURNITURE 

Oninirax from Design to Production 

• At Omnirax we work together with you front initial design 
concept all the way through finished product, ensuring that 
your furniture will provide you with years of satisfied use. 

• Our strength is forging partnership relations where we can 
use our expertise to turn your ideas into reality. We are abl, 
to work to your exacting specifications or provide ciimprebensivc 
design services that remove the guesswork from your investment 

• Our CAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and finish, 
repeatability, and ease of modification. All of our designs are 
rendered in the computer prior to manufacturing. We are able 4 o 
make alterations and adjust to your equipment, guaranteeing trim 
not only get what you want, but exactly what you need 

• We are small enough to give every job the perminal 
tinich, large enough to outfit a complete facility. 

• The measure of our success is the achievement 
of a synthesis u ul linm, function and ergonomic 
t (or t 

P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 
FAX 415.332.2607 
www.omnirax.com info(momnirax.coni 

CAD drawing 

••••••• 

CAD rendering 

KFRC San Francisco 

The Engineer's Choicc! 
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Digital clock 
reference 
Symetrix 
Lucid Genx192: Designed to fit in 
a variety of digital audio situations, 
this system provides a low-jitter 
master clock reference in several 

11 OM « P.M Aid 

digital audio formats. It is capable of handling sampling frequencies up 
to 192kHz,and it features two operating modes that are accessed through 
the front-panel interface. A Sync Source select knob allows the operator to 
choose internal reference and distribution functions. In distribution mode, 

an external AES or word clock sync source fed into the device appears 
at each of the Genx192's 14 sync outputs. The unit also includes circuitry 
that examines the word clock connections and indicates,via a rear-panel 
LED, whether that particular connection is properly terminated. 

425-781-3222; fax 425-181-3211 
www.symetrixaucho.com: sales@airtoolsaudin.com 

What the judges had to say: 

Everyone needs a solid time reference now. 

Lots of outputs and selectable time reference. 

Operate any 3-phase broadcast transmitter 

from a 1-phase utility supply with the 

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter 

The most reliable alternative to utility 3-phase... 
AND the least expensive! 

• High efficiency output 

• Maintenance free operation 

• True 3-phase. NOT open-delta 

• Approved by all utilities 

• Over 1000 TV and radio 
stations rely on Phasemaster 

Turn any location into a 3-phase site within hours! 

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions 

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers 

"la Kay Industries 
— tirer-"L-=--PlIASEMASTER 

Rotary Phase Converters 

General Offices 
604 N. Hill St. 

South Bend, IN 46617 
800-348-5257 

574-289-5932 (fax) 

Western Region 
4127 Bay St #6 

Fremont, CA 94539 
510-656-8766 

510-657-7283 (fax) 

The World Leaders in Single to Three-Phase Power Conversion 

www.kayind.com info@kayind.com 

HD Radio exciter 
Harris 

PIC 
efx.e" 

• 

Flexstar HDX-FM: This exciter provides real-time 
adaptive correction technology that offers noise 
reduction and transmitter and antenna linearity 
The unit features adaptive group delay equalization; 
secondary auto-switching of AES3 and composite 
inputs; and hybrid/straight FM outputs for the split-
level combining method, which enables a power-
efficient implementation of FM HD Radio using a 
station's existing FM transmitter and antenna. 

800-622-0022; fax 513-459-3890 
www.broadcastharfis.com; broadcast@harTis.com 

What the judges had to say: 

The multiple inputs and auto input switching are 
great features. 

The two RF outputs facilitate use for high-level 
and split-level combining. 

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS 
•  e -.011116111ffler '' ti  

6600 Series 
Convection-Cooled Resistor Loads 

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratin 
Ideal for HD Applications 
No AC Power Required 

I ONIC RESEARCH INC. 
Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 
70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000 

E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com 
Web Site: http://www.altronic.com 
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HD-2-ready automation 
Broadcast Electronics 
Audiovault 9.5: Central to the new 
software version is the Flexscreen 
approach to the user interface,which 
gives broadcasters various profile 
options for personalized, on-screen 
layout of the functions used in their 
studios. Broadcasters can profile workspaces unique to each 
show or format, as well as for operational continuity throughout 
the studio environment. This version also integrates production 
tools into the air studio workflow. Segue Editor is one of several 
tools now embedded in AV Air utility to provide greater flexibility 
to voice track or create music fades and other transitions within 
the air studio. 

217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9607; vimbilcastcom; bdtast@bdcast.com 

IC 

iC 
iG 

The Audio-Technica booth provides an easy way to compare the 
company's arsenal of mics. 

PIC  
Tower safety messaging 
Towerswitch 
Collocom-2: This 
system is useful at 
the base of a tower, 
the doorway leading 
out to the antenna 
rooftop or the side 
of the equipment housing. 
This audio-based safety device 
will automatically provide one or 
more verbal messages to all site visitors 
so that they may be properly informed of 
any safety hazards present. The Collocom 
Solar Datalogger is solar-powered; it will also 
run on ac, dc or a site's battery bank. The system 
features multiple messages and alternate language 
record and playback capability as well as a 250-event non-
volatile event logger. It's constructed in a NEMA 4 cabinet that 
is waterproof and a '/4-turn twist lock with key. 

561-482-7334: fax 954-428-0233 
www.towerswitch.com; isfetowersech.com 

HIT 

What the Judges had to say: 

This is a great idea with the recent attention to safety 

The switch for the tower ladder and the motion sensor 
ensure that the warning will be heard. 

Digital recording mic 
HHB 

PI 

'tee" 
Flashmic DRM85: The Flash-
mic combines a Sennheiser omni-directional 
condenser capsule with 1GB of flash recording 
memory to create a portable recording device 
with no cables and connectors. Either WAV 
linear or MPEG 1 Layer 2 encoded files can then 
be transferred at up to 90x real-time via USB. A 
date/time stamp isstored along with the file,with 
the internal real-time clock set and synchronized 
automatically by the host computer. The mic is 
powered for more than six hours by a pair of 
standard AA batteries. Customizable parameters 
include audio mode (six settings with a maximum 
record time of more than 18 hours), automatic 
gain control on/off,record level,pre-record buffer 
(zero to 10 seconds) and high-pass filter on/off. 
Operating at the industry-standard 48kHz/16-bit, 
the recordings can be played back under inde-
pendent level control on headphones connected 
via a socket on the base of the unit. 

860-434-9190: fax 860-434-1759: www.hhbusa.com; salas@lehusamen 

IT 

What the Judges had to say: 

I like that the controls can be locked. 

It's ideal for the quick reports that will return 
to the studio regularly. 

Subwoofers, monitors 
Genelec 

7200, 8200: These monitors and subwoof-
ers accept all standard AES/EBU formats 
of digital audio. The 8200/7200 series will 
accept sampling rates ranging from 32kHz 
to 192kHz. The 8200 series will also ac-
cept traditional analog signals. The 8240A 
uses a 6.5" woofer and 3/4" tweeter set into 
Genelec's Advanced Directivity Controlled 
Waveguide. The free-field frequency response is 48Hz to 20kHz. 
Peak SPL per pair is 115dB driven by a pair of 90W amplifiers for 
each driver. The 7260A features a single 10"proprietary driver with 
a 120W power amplifier, frequency response of 19Hz to 85Hz and 
delivers an SPL of 108dB at 1 meter. 
508-652-0900: fax 508-652-0909: www.genelec.com: genelec.usa@gerrelec.com 

There was 
lots of 
activity in the 
Meline 
Technology 
booth in 
opening hours 
of the 
convention. 
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By Kan i Taylor, 

senior associate editor 

a' 
s soon as the lighted "fasten seatbelt"sign above everyone's 
head dimmed, Peter Greenberg's team quickly began prepar-
ng for his regular Saturday morning radio show, which was 

scheduled to begin in about an hour. But unlike most Saturdays, 
Greenberg, host of Travel Today with Peter Greenberg, was about 
to broadcast his show from a regularly scheduled flight of a 
Lufthansa Airbus 330 jet flying from Frankfurt, Germany to New 
York City Flying at 35,000' at about 600mph, this would be the 
first live radio program from a commercial airliner. Until now, 
technology was not advanced enough to accommodate a radio 
broadcast such as this. 

"I remember being in the cockpit of a Pan Am 747 in 1985, and 
we arranged for me to do a live radio report on the polar route 
from London to Los Angeles," said Greenberg. " It was a scratchy, 
weak signal,relayed through Stockholm radio to the station back 
in California. It lasted just four minutes until we lost the signal" 
But 21 years later,on April 22,2006,technology made it possible 

for Greenberg to broadcast for 2.5 hours discussing the travel 
industryinterviewing travel industry professionals and answering 
call-in questions from listeners. 
This project was three years in the making. It began with Green-

berg's engineer,MikeWorrall,calling about a half dozen technical 
departments of airlines, such as Singapore Airlines and Cathay 
Pacific,asking whether they had the !SDN technology to accom-
modate a broadcast from an airplane. Repeatedly the airlines 
would say that though many private business jets were equipped 
with ISDN capability—via services like lnmarsat Fleet 77—no 
commercial airlines were equipped with this equipment. 

Sky high Vii-fl 
In late 2005, Lufthansa contacted Greenberg about a new system 

from Boeing that was being installed in its long-range fleet that was 
Internet-based. Connexion by Boeing allows high-speed wireless 
Internet access on many airlines operating international flights. 
Users can log onto the Internet via their laptops during the flight 
and surf the Web, check e-mail, listen to streaming music and 
even tunnel through VPNs to work. It accommodates all three 
standards of Wi-fi: 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g. Lufthansa calls 
its Internet portal Flynet. 
There is a data transceiver and router in the front of the plane. 

There is also a reflector antenna that is located on top of the airplane. 
The dish, about the size of a fist, turns and there is reflector that 
raises and lowers to maintain contact with the satellite, depending 
on where the aircraft is en route. There are currently five ground 
stations around the world to receive the signal. From Frankfurt,the 
airplane was using the station in Switzerland. Before Greenberg's 
show began, it switched to a ground station in Littleton, CO. 
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The other piece of equipment that previously wasn't available, 
but made this broadcast possible, was Comrex's Access audio 
codec.This codec is capable of providing voice and music quality 
service over IP connections using what Comrex has dubbed"BRIC 
technologr BRIC stands for for Broadcast Reliable Internet Codec 
and enables broadcasters to use a variety of commonly available 
Internet access points to broadcast high quality real-time audio. 
The Access is capable of using widely available wired circu its such 
as DSL, cable, POTS and frame relay as well as wireless circuits 
such as I XRTE Edge and 3G data networks. 
Comrex shipped Boeing an Access and Boeing facilitated some 

tests using its network simulator. At this point, the tests were not 
aircraft-based, but the tests indicated that the equipment would 
work together. The biggest concern seemed to be possible con-
tention from other Internet users on board the plane. 
"Boeing was convinced that we could get wired Ethernet and 

that the data path available for the whole plane would be 128kb/s, 
which is much more than the Access needed,"said Tom Hartnett, 
vice president of engineering at Comrex. 
Three weeks before the broadcast, Boeing informed Hartnett 

and Worrall that the Lufthansa fleet was not equipped with 
hard-wired Ethernet jacks at each seat, rather that their planes 
were `flying Wi-fi hotspots." Hartnett suggested waiting until the 
fall when Comrex would have a portable unit available with 
built-in Wi-fi and battery power but it was too late to turn back or 
postpone the broadcast at that point.As soon as Greenberg heard 
that the initial tests were a success, he scheduled the Lufthansa 
broadcast. So, Hartnett and Worrall configured a standard laptop 
PC with Windows Connection Sharing providing the Access a 
path to the Internet via the laptop's built-in Wt-fi. 
One week before the official broadcast,Worrall created a test 

broadcast on an outbound flight between Los Angeles and 
Frankfurt while on his way to South Africa, which was the site 
of Greenberg's broadcast the week prior to the official airplane 
broadcast. Worrall and a Boeing engineer were on the plane 
while the engineering team at Comrex was standing by to par-
ticipate in the test. 
About 20 minutes into the test the captain of the Lufthansa 

flight approached Worrall demanding that he turn off the equip-
ment. Passengers were complaining that they couldn't get on 
the Internet The captain assumed it was Worrall's equipment 
causing the problem. In reality, the flight crew had failed to 
clear the system's credit-card authorization cache following the 
plane's previous flight. Each time a plane lands the flight crew 
must push a button that clears everything in the queue that is 
Internet-related. The crew had failed to do that. 
When Worrall and two other passengers logged on, they filled 
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nninc  Air 
the bandwidth. Because of this,Worrall had to stop 
testing the system. 
"The good thing was that what I heard during those 

20 minutes of testing was very positive,"Worrall said. 
"There was no break-up, it was very clean" 
The group decided to try another test on the flight 

from South Africa back to Frankfurt. Unfortunately, 
they encountered another problem. Lufthansa 
explained that the Flynet system had no coverage 
over most of Africa. Because Worrall was flying 

Technical Coordinator Mike Worrall on-board Lufthansa flight 
406 with the Comrex Access for the Travel Today broadcast. 

from southern Africa to Frankfurt, he would only get about two 
hours worth of testing time. And because he couldn't use the 
system during the last hour of the flight, because the crew would 
be busy preparing for landing and cleaning up,Worrall would only 
be allowed one hour of testing time. 
The second test proved to be as solid as the first,even if it was only 

for an hour. Still, the path the audio would take from the airplane 
to New York during the live broadcast was complex. 
Greenberg's show is syndicated from ABC Radio in New York 

and distributed via the ABC satellite system. Also, the studio that 
assembles all of the commercials,buffers and liners that are part of 
the show is at ABC in NewYork. But the weekend IT staff is limited. 
Had there been connection issues during Greenberg's broadcast, 
it might have meant dead air. 
Because Worrall is the assistant chief engineer at ABC Radio in 

Los Angeles, he called on his colleagues to help. He installed the 
Comrex Access in Los Angeles instead of NewYork. The LA station 
had a dedicated Tl service with an analog,no delay path from ABC 
Radio LA to ABC Radio NY. He hooked the output of the Access 
to the Tl, routed it to NY where they received the airplane audio. 
But then the signal had to be returned from NY to the plane. Be-
cause the path from IA to NY was only one way,Worrall had to find 
another way to get it back to LA. He used ISDN at G.722, which is 
a low delay algorithm. The quality didn't matter at that point, all 
Worrall wanted were the cues and caller audio; the low delay was 
most important. From the ISDN it was hooked back into the Access. 
From the Access,where it became Internet data again,it went to the 
satellite ground station in Littleton,CO3and went back to the plane. 
All of this took place in a little less than two seconds. 

With the signal traveling all over the world, 
Worrall was concerned about possible single 
point of failure problems. 
In terrestrial remotes using ISDN, the radio 

engineer can always fall back on the tele-
phone line. On a plane there is no phone line. 
All Worrall had for a backup was a "best or 
show on CD in NewYork. The board operator 
was instructed to use it if the signal from the 
plane was lost. 
Luckily, it was not needed. Greenberg's live 

broadcast was a success. Everything went 
smoothly—even more so than expected. 
During the broadcast Greenberg was using 

about 24kb of the available bandwidth,which 
is about 20 percent. Because he was primarily 
uploading,or sending,rather than download-
ing like the majority of passengers on the 
plane, there were no bandwidth problems, 
nor did Worrall need to block-out bandwidth 
from the other passengers on the plane. 

Acoustics First® 
Materials To Control Sound 
e s si mate Noise 

BlockAid" bntro On A Roll 

Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall 
mass without increasing its depth. .125 inch, STC = 27 

Toll Free 1-888-765-2900 
www.acousticsfirst.com Ill 3 • 

VolP takes off 
During his broadcast, Greenberg received a 

Equipment List 
Dell Latitude 0610 laptop with on-
board Wi-ii card 
Mackie 1202 VLZ audio mixer 
Comrex Access IP codec with BRIC 
Sennheiser hifVID 2 80 Pro headset 
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call from one of his film crew 
personnel who was on a flight 
from Frankfurt to LA. The film 
crew had been in South Africa 
with Greenberg the previous 
week and was heading home. 
With a laptop, the film crew 
logged on to the Internet us-
ing the Flynet/Connexion by 
Boeing access and listened to 
a live stream of the program. 
They were listening to the 
show on another airplane 
that was flying a completely 
different route, using the 
same technology that Wor-
rall was using to broadcast 
Greenberg's program. 
The film crew decided to call 

the show from the galley of the 
747.They swiped a credit card, 
called the 800 phone num-
ber for Greenberg's program, 
talked to the board op in NY who told Greenberg in his headset 
"your video producer wants to talk to you from the airplane he's 
on going back to LA." 
"Now this technology is growing exponentially by the minute: 

Travel Today Host Peter 
Greenberg with Worrall during 
the initial connection of the 
Comrex Access. 

Comrex Access 
Access delivers mono or stereo 
audio over POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-
Fi, 3G cellular, satellite and some 
services you may not have even 
heard of. Given the challenges 
of the public Internet, it's 
no small boast to say that 
Access will perform in real-
time over many available IP 
connections including the most challenging ones. 
BRIC (Broadcast Reliable Internet Codec) technology allows 
Access to achieve unprecedented flexibility and reliability in 
the IP environment. Access will work on a wide variety of wired 
and wireless data circuits, including: 
• Cable, DSL and POTS 
• Wireless Network-802.11x (Wi-Fi) WiMax 
• 3G Data Networks, lx EV-DO, UMTS 
• Satellite terminals 
• Public Internet—Uses Revolutionary BRICTechnology,designed 
to overcome the innate unreliability of the public Internet 
Access is also a full-featured POTS codec. Use Access to make 

said Worrall. "Imagine talking to 
people on other planes. It's mind 
boggling: 
As everyone fastened their 

seatbelts and the flight atten-
dants prepared for landing,some 
people looked relieved, others 
looked exhausted, but everyone 
understood the importance of the 
remote broadcast and its effect 
on the future. 

The transceiver and reflector antenna on top of the jet maintains 
contact with the satellite via a gyrostabilized mechanism. 

a POTS-to-POTS connection. Dial up 
a Comrex POTS codec (including 
Matrix,Vector or BlueBox).You can 
deliver 15kHz stereo on a single 
POTS line when connecting to 
another Access. 
BRIC technology can also de-

liver wideband audio over 
3G cellular datanetworks 
like EV-DO and UMTS, as 

well as the increasing number of publicly available of Wi-Fi 
hotspots. The forthcoming Portable Access has a built-in slot 
for easy connection to data cards supporting these services. 
Studio Access Rackmount can also be adapted to work over 
these services by using a special external adaptor. 
When Peter Greenburg's producers looked to originate the 
broadcast from an in-flight jet via the Boeing Connexion service, 
the Comrex Access was the best solution for the job. 

www.comrex.com 
800-237-1776 
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Emergency text messaw 
fills gaps in disaster management 

The firefighter who 
enters a burning 
high-rise already 

has a dangerous job. Moving 
through smoke and darkness to a 

stairwell and, against traffic, upward 
toward the source of the fire, he can use 

all the information he can get to make his 
job safer. Even though police outside can 

see that the building is collapsing, they can't 
tell him. Police radios can't talk to fire radios. 
A storm hits. Cell towers are down, and the 

same lack of communication exists among police, 
fire and rescue personnel.The management of the 
emergency is severely hampered because there is 
no way to coordinate activities. The first 72 hours, 
when it would be crucial to deliver information, 
are marked by a complete lack of effective com-
munication. 
As recent events along the Gulf Coast and else-

where have shown, the job of creating effective 
emergency communications management systems 
is not yet done. 

Critical information systems 
The federal government is developing ways to 

overcome the shortcomings exposed by Hurricane 
Katrina,including the inability of interagency radio 
systems to interoperate. Equipment suppliers are 
anxious to provide hardware solutions to commu-
nications shortfalls, but proposed approaches offer 
advantages and disadvantages that complicate the 
decision-making process for local officials. 

by Anders Madsen 

Most mature among these technologies,the familiar-to-all Emer-
gency Alert System has served for decades to warn of threats 
including fires, floods and approaching storms. Using the exist-
ing broadcast infrastructure, EAS announcements come over the 
air to radios and TVs and are played by every active receiver in 
the service areas of the transmitters being used. By their nature, 
these one-way alerts are broad and nonspecific, and cannot be 
sent to a select audience. 
Newer RBDS and satellite-based alerting systems offer the advan-

tage of targeted messaging,optionally tailoring messages to specific 
individuals or groups. From a central command, pertinent infor-
mation can be sent to rescuers, relief centers, police and fire, and, 
given the right equipment,to the general population. In the case of 
satellite systems, the receipt of the message can be acknowledged 
back to the control center, and a log kept of the time each message 
is seen. The advantages of targeted messaging are clear. As the 
disaster progresses, responses can be directed, and meetings can 
be arranged among critical personnel to share information and to 
determine how to adapt to changes on the ground. 
The use of RBDS to send emergency text messages has been ex-

plored in Europe,where Radio Data Service first saw widespread use 
in consumer receivers. From Germany, a company called 2wcom 
has marketed an RBDS-based system that depends on supplying 
special FM radios to businesses and households in high-risk areas. 
A constantly searching RBDS receiver sounds an alarm or presents 
flashing lights when an emergency message of sufficient priority 
enters the system. The largest user of RBDS alert technology the 
Swedish nuclear power industry, has issued receivers to residents 
of areas around power plants. 
2wcom's U.S.subsidiary isVia Radio in Melbourne,FL. President 

Bill Marriott is rolling out the 2wcom system for local SBE chap-
ters and displayed the system at NAB2006. The next generation 
2wcom products will introduce addressability,with multiple priority 
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levels for messages,which allows low 
priority messages to be sent silently, 

or high priority messages that place 

the receiver to go into an alert mode. 

complete with sirens and lights, if 

desired. With the waking tabletop 
radio available today, Marriott sees 

the eventual incorporation of receiver 

chips in cell phones and TVs as "a 
great idea:' But "the problem with 
something like that is that to get 

suitable market penetration may 
take many, many years." 

Communication Laboratories (Corn-
labs), also of Melbourne, FL, offers a 

hybrid Internet/satellite-based system 
that connects tiers of hierarchy in 

federal, state, county and municipal 

governments and private industry 
Depending on who knows first of the 

emergency an initial EAS message 

2wcom Via Radio 
www.2wcom.corn 

Comlabs Emnet 
www.comlabs.corn 

GSS 
‘vww.gssnetus 

GRME35 

FlashMic 
THE WORLD'S FIRST 

DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE 

Forget tapes, discs, cards and cables. 
Just pick up a FlashMic and go. 

Combining a broadcast-quality Flash recorder with a 
Sennheiser mic capsule, HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for 
interviewingjournalism and any type of voice recording. 

One button press is all it takes 
to start recording in either linear or MPEG 2 

formats. -1GB of built-in memory stores a massive 
18 hours/999 tracks of recordings and it's easy 

and quick to transfer files for editing or onward 
transmission via FlashMic's built-in USB interface. 

J9e 
HIT 

Power comes from standard AA 
batteries and the included FlashMic 
Manager software makes it easy for 
individual users or news organiza-

tions to configure single or multiple 
FlashMics for particular applications 

and file naming protocols. 

FlashMic is all you need for 
broadcast-quality recording. 

So just pick up a FlashMic and go. 

www.flashmic.info 

Distributed in the USA and Latin America by: Sennheiser Electronic Corp 
1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA • Tel: 860-414-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 • www.hhbusa.com 

Latin America: Telephone: 52-55-5639-0956 • Fax: 52-55-5639-9482 
Distributed in Canada by HHI3 Canada: Tel: 416-867-9000 Fax: 416-867-1080 
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ARMSTRONG  
MK TRANSMITTER CORPORATION 

www.armstrongtx.com 
315-673-1269 

All of your listeners can now hear your 
analog and HD Radio® Programming! 

' 

(7,ICRYPTCO 
LIM 

7 • HIGHWAY PATROt 
DISTRICT OFF,CES 

(SOURCE - GLOBAL SECURITY SYSTEMS) 

From emergency notification to message 
distribution, all levels of authority 
depend on a robust communication chain 
to move information as required. 

can be issued via TCP/IP to its uplink and 
down using its product,Emnet (Emergency 
management net), to a command center, 
to targeted groups or to every Emnet user 
in the state. Broadcasters on the system 
can go to air with the news, and the delays 
and lack of participation associated with 
daisy-chain issues, common to EAS, can 
be alleviated. Acknowledging a lack of 
satellite reception inside buildings, the 
company uses satellite receiver cards built 
into the computers they manufacture to put 
the alert onto the client site's LAN and its 
computers. Delivery times are measured in 
seconds to as many as thousands of sites. 

States weigh the options 
Especially along the Gulf Coast, officials 

in the states hit hardest by Katrina are at the 
front of the line to assess these competing 
technologies.Mississippi,the first to adopt 
the new technology statewide, has select-
ed RBDS-based equipment developed by 
Global Security Systems (OSS) of Jackson, 
MS. According to Vice President Matthew 
Straeb, MS uses proprietary software to 
deliver text messages to receiver/display de-
vices. These devices receive RBDS signals 
sent by FM stations, the assumption being 
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that at least some FM towers will survive a natural or man-made 
disaster. The $ 1.6 million contract was granted in early March after 
about six months of investigation and deliberation. 
Regarding the selection of RBDS technology over satellite and 

over statewide integration of two-way radios,Mississippi's Program 
ReviewAdministratorTodd Hriersaid,"Satellite phones are expensive. 
It's just not feasible to give every firefighter and all law enforcement 
personnel a satellite phone!' The proposal to integrate radios is a 
$200 million-plus idea, projected to take seven to eight years to 
complete. Right or wrong, Frier said, it's not a solution for today 
Mississippi Director of Homeland Security Ed Worthington de-

scribes his mission as that of building a backbone, a basic system 
that can be used in the near term, and can be expanded going 
forward. The first stage of implementation of the state's new RBDS 
system involves giving specialized receivers (supplied by ORS) to 
100 people along the coast, in the lower six counties of the state. 
These critically chosen individuals will be able to receive text mes-
sages right away and the plan allows for additional receivers to be 
purchased by local counties and municipalities as their budgets 
allow. Later, assuming that the technology is embraced, once the 
receiver chips are built into cell phones, all responders will have 
access to cell phone delivery of emergency text meçcages. 

GPS allows directed reception 
Because the capability of global positioning (GPS) is expected in 

any new system,messages can be sent not only to a select individual 
or group (through normal addressing), but also to all recipients in 

GSS offers several 
personal alert monitors. 

a defined geographic 
area using GPS. In 
addition, the receiv-
er crop could be 
grown in the future 
to include home 
appliances—mi-
crowave ovens 
with receiverchips 
inside could display 
alerts, as could smoke 
detectors or any other devices with 
digital displays. Given the development of 
a sizable installed base of receiving devices, each 
county's emergency operations managers could 
make the decision to buy message-generating equip-
ment for about $20,000—considered inexpensive 
for a capability of such magnitude. 
Two of the coastal counties in Mississippi are 

considering placing a receiver in every home, at 
a cost of less than $20 each. Oncoming weather 
would trigger a message, tailored for the emergency 
sent to all receivers in a designated area. As of this 
writing,Mississippi is reported to be the first state to 
pursue this objective to this well-defined point. 
During Katrina,Mississippi suffered spotty or no 

communication for the first 48 to 72 hours post-
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landfall. "If we had had this capability then," said 
Worthington,"we would have been able to send a 
message day one, three hours after the storm had 
passed through, and ask the fire chiefs, police 
chiefs, sheriffs, to meet at a certain location at a 
certain time,and be able to provide us with whatever 
their needs might be. Right now we don't have that 
capability and didn't during Katrina. We will have 
that starting June 17 

ARC ch r,rnira I 

A personal alert 
receiver from GSS. 

Flying between the layers 
Up to now, push-to-talk radio systems have al-

lowed agencies to overcome a loss of cell towers, 
but although many local two-way systems main-
tained their integrity during Katrina,not all of them 

COAXIAL DYNAMICS 
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS 

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading 
manufacturer of precision equipment for the 
measurement and termination of RF power 
for over 35 years. Our equipment is used by 
engineers and technicians in a wide variety 
of applications throughout the world. 

Check out our website 
for more information! 
www.coaxial.com 

6800 Lake Abram Drive 
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130 
440-243-1100 • 800-COAXIAL 

Fax: 440-243-1101 

interoperated with each other. Agencies often had some form of 
communication with their own people,but not with other agencies. 
The result seemed to make the crisis much worse than might have 
been the case had communication been more effective among 
police, fire and rescue personnel. 
In Mississippi, the experience has guided Worthington's effort to 

design new communications methods. During the storm's after-
math,he saw that satellite radios continued to work"magnificently" 
Unfortunately, there was only one state law enforcement agency 

that had them, so a sergeant with the Mississippi Department 
of Wildlife and Fisheries,the lucky agencywas parked outside 
Worthington's Homeland Security office relaying messages 
for days. 
"There is no one panacea for communications. It has to be 
a layered approach7saidWorthington7I'm also trying to make 
sure that that satellite radio capability is established in those 
lower six counties7 
If Mississippi also finds the money to integrate a statewide two-

way radio system,Worthington is determined that the RBDS-based 
GSS system will remain as one of the communication layers in 
the state. "It's one thing to be able to contact first responders; it's 
another thing to alert citizens. How do you alert your population? 
The potential here is to have this device in every home, so that 
they also will be protected" f 

Madsen, a freelance author, is a marketing consultant to broadcast equip-
ment manufacturers. 

Find the milwinne 
April issue 
Congratulations to 

Frank Meek 
of Creative Productions. 

His name was drawn from the correct entries for the 
April issue. He won a Heil Sound PR-20 

from Transaudio Group. 

The mic icon was on the second CD player 
in the rack on the right. 

TRANSAUDVO 
1BROADCASTING 

www.transaudiogroup.com 

No purchase necessary. 
For complete rules, go to beradio.com. 
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or the field recordist or reporter, finding a high quality re-
cording device that is easy to use and carry is an ongoing 
quest. With the advent of flash memory-based recording 
there have been several new products available that are 
portable and have a reasonably long recording time and 
battery life. Unfortunately, some of these have audio quality 
specifications that are not up to snuff—the internal mic 
preamps were noisier than desired, battery life was less 
than optimal or there was some other small compromise. 
Most of these units also contain internal microphones,but 
with rare exceptions the quality was often not adequate 
for any but the most rudimentary recording tasks. With the 
introduction of the PCM-Dl solid-state recorder,we have an 
entirely new animal on the playing field: a portable flash 
recorder with extremely high quality microphones as an 
integral part of the package. 
Weighing just over a pound (18.2 ounces with batteries), 

thinner and half again as long (2.5" x 6.75" x 1.3") as the 
venerable Sony TCD-8 portable DAT recorder many field 
recordists are accustomed to using, the PCM-D I linear 
recorder is, at first glance, a work of engineering art. The 
unit is immediately visually appealing. Contained in the 
titanium case are two large and easy-to-read backlit VU 
meters placed prominently near the top of the unit; above 
the more commonplace LCD screen, which includes the 
various bits of information and meters. Below that are a 
set of easily accessible, human-sized buttons. At the top of 
the unit is the piece de resistance: a matched pair of X-Y 
electret/condenser cardioid microphones in a stainless 
steel cage in a swivel mount. 
The controls are easy to read,and dials and adjustments 

that need protection have that protection built in. As a 
subtle example, the power switch can be switched on 
easily by dragging a finger or thumb up the side of the 
unit, but turning it off is another matter. There is a slight 
speed bump in the form of a bar molded into the case 
just above the switch that forces the user to consciously 
move his finger directly to the off switch to slide it down, 
preventing accidentallyswitching the unit off from careless 
handling. Even the wrist strap features a tab to allow the 
headphone cable to be inserted through it,which prevents 
it being jerked out accidentally. Granted, these are small 
details, but examples of the obvious care that went into 
the design of the case. 
Additionally, there is a small mount on the back of the 

unit that takes any standard camera tripod mount. 
I have always joked that any device that needed a user 

manual was poorly designed and the PCM-D1 does not 
disappoint in that regard. In only a few minutes after 
getting it out of the box, I was able to access and use 
virtually all of the functions of the unit without having to 
open the manual. 

Field Report 

Sony PCM-D1 
by Rich Parker 

According to the manual, the perma-
nently mounted X-Y microphones are a pair 
of carefully machined and matched units. 
From the supplied frequency response 
charts, they have fairly flat resolution from 
400Hz to 10kHz,with some roll-off in the low 
end, a slight bump above 10kHz and a slight 
roll-off out to about 30kHz. (This is to be 
expected in a small-capsule microphone.) 

Pe- ormance at a lance 
4GB internal memory 

Memory expandable to 4GB external 

Uses standard AA batteries (alkaline or NiMh) 

Electret/condenser mics with mount and guard 

Easy to see interface, easy to use controls 

Integrated threaded tripod mount 

Manaseble size and form factor 

In addition to the permanent 
stainless steel mic guard, 
there is a foam windscreen 
that works quite well in windy 
environments. Because there 
are no moving parts there is 
no mechanical self-noise to 
affect the recording. The mic 
pre-amps are listed as Analog 
DevicesAD797s and our listen-
ing tests confirmed that it is a 
quiet and accurate front end 
for such a small device. 
In a rather radical departure 

forSony,the unit records linear 
PCM WAV files that can be 
transferred from the unit via 
USB for immediate editing. 
In addition to the standard 
22/44.1/48k at 16-bit sampling 
rate, recordings can be made 
at 24-bit/96kHz as well. The 
Sony Super Bitmap scheme also lives on 
in the unit as a selectable parameter for 
recording. 
What is perhaps one of the more remark-

able features of the device is the unique se-
lectable limiter. In a truly innovative design, 
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made 20dB down from the normal input 
and stored in memory for a short time. If 
a transient peak clips the standard input, 
the lower level audio is normalized and 
inserted instead to prevent peak distortion. 
Of course, if the overload exceeds 20dB 
then all bets are off, but this is far easier 
than running two mics with a split track 
with one at 20dB down.We recommend this 
procedure to our VPR reporters for noisy 
and unpredictable environments. 
Internal flash memory comes standard 

at 4GB, which yields anywhere from two 
to 12 hours depending on the sample rate 
and bit depth, with 24-bit/96kHz requiring 
the most real estate. In addition, there is 
an external slot for Sony Memory Stick Pro 
modules of up to 4GB. There is an external 
power supply, but the unit also can use 
alkaline (for two hours) or rechargeable 
nickel metal hydride (for four to five hours) 
AA batteries. 

Sony 

P  800-686-sony 
F 201-930-4752 
W www.sony.com/proaudio 

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine 
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by 
well-qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or 
consulting company. 
These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. 

Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment 
and to aiding the author if requested. 

ltis the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of 
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine. 

In the field 
We held two significant field tests with the unit. The first 

was to place the unit next to a pair of modified Neumann 
U-87 microphones during a live concert broadcast. Afterthe 
event, we A/B compared the recordings in the studio and 
our recording engineers and producers were impressed 
with the sonic clarity and quietness of the PCM-D1 record-
ing. Although it clearly could not reproduce the low end as 
faithfully as the large capsule microphones,everyone was 
amazed at how well it held its own in that environment. 
Clearly, this would be the device to have for a back-up or 
safety recorder for an important event. Because the specs 
and curves for the built-in microphones are well docu-
mented, it would be easy to use a bit of low-end boost to 
save that special event. In many cases it would be adequate 
for recording on its own, particularly at live, outdoor 
venues. There is a line input and an external microphone 
input as well, so a small mixer can be connected. 
The second test was somewhat accidental. I gave the 

unit to one of our reporters who forgot his own recorder, 
so he had to use the unit without any training whatsoever. 
He covered a Vermont Senate hearing. Placing the unit 
on the table and tipping the mics slightly up, he was able 
to record not only the witness, but also clearly hear all of 
the questioners around the table something he'd never 
been able to do as well before in similar situations. 
Overall, the PCM-Dl is an impressive piece of equip-

ment for recording in various environments. One caveat, 
which Sony mentions in the manual, is that there is a fair 
amount of handling noise from the thin titanium case. In 
fact, it can be quite microphonic at times. In the case of 
ourVPR reporter, he became aware of it quickly, and was 
able to compensate by holding the unit near the bottom 
and not rubbing his fingers on it, but I wouldn't guarantee 
that every reporter would be so motivated or careful. In 
fairness, the Sony rep at NAB2006 said that the unit wasn't 
specifically designed for hand held use—but I would 
venture that using a small pistol grip camera mount would 
probably solve that problem nicely. But set on a table or 
on a small tripod the unit would do quite nicely for ENG 
and high-level recording work. (In an unofficial test,I tried 
placing the unit on the balcony of our church to record 
a service. With the main action more than 85' away the 
unit performed well). 

Some small quirks of the unit include the 
fact that it is not possible to seamlessly switch 
from the onboard memory to the external 
Memory Stick. It requires stopping,choosing 
which memory source to use,waiting for it to 
recognize the memory and then start record-
ing. This is clearly not a change that can be 
done on the fly Also, the WAV format has 
a built in limitation of 2GB for a file, so if 
you record longer than that, the file will be 
broken into pieces. Files did not appear to 
lose any audio when doing that, so a quick 
edit made everything right again. 

Product Showcase 

IL Sine Systems 

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface 

• perform unattended remote broadcasts 

• DTMF operated controller with relay outputs 

• fully programmable output on any key press 

• momentary and/or maintained relay outputs 

• four logic inputs with programmable output 

• balanced audio input and output with ALC 

615228. 
more mfOrmanoor www.sinesystems.c Parker is director of engineering for Vermont 

Public Radio. 
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Reader Feedback 

read with interest John Battison's RF Engineering col-
, um ,"Engineering Assistance" in the March 2006 issue of LR ac io magazine. He well covered most of the broadcast 

.enEineering/allocation software providers serving the . 
inaustry I would like to make you aware of Au Contraire 
Software, a software consulting service that provides ac-
cess to more then 200 software titles and FCC databases 
of AM, FM, IV, broadcast auxiliary land mobile, terrain, 
conductivity and population. We have provided these 
services for 15 years. 

Cris Alexander; CSRE 
Au Contraire Software 

www.aucont.com 

Combined thanks 
just wanted to send you a quick thank you. 

Earlier this year I was involved in building new studios for 
three radio stations and a satellite network in Minnesota. 
At the old studio, I was told to tie left and right + and left 

Catching up with the mail 
CD 

and right - together for a mono signal. I just 
didn't like doing it this way 
At the new studio,1 installed a Symetrix 

422 stereo AGC/leveler. Because the 422 
doesn't have a mono out,I built the lattice 
combiner (found on the Radio magazine 
website) and mounted it on an XLR male 
connector. It works great,and it's so simple! 
Sometimes simple is best! 

Scott Schmeling, chief engineer 
Linder Radio Group 

Mankato, MN 

Glad it worked for you. The Lattice Com-
biner is one of the tips in the Engineers 
Notebook section of the Radio magazine 
website. We're always looking for more 
ideas and tips to include, so please send 
them to us. — CS 

/1111/t 
\ Gear getting 

a little too warm? 

2006 Crouse 

Middle Atlantic Products UQFP-4D 
Automated Thermal Management 

PROAUDIO.COM 

KI rrzey Co. 

CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY 

Home office: 800-433-2105 

C-K Colorado: 800-257-6233 
C-K Mid America: 877-223-2221 

C-K Missouri: 800-955-6800 413111111111•11111111ZMICIIMIIII 
CrOffremliNy 
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Independent Talkback 
A Headphone System with Selectable Talkback for Each User 

•frarnit 1r• 
Milt 

• 
Ca. ..ta • 

FlexPhones Master 

• • 
a Qry ma • 

The FlexPhones Master is a professional Broadcast/Studio six channel distributed 

headphone system with independent talkback capabilities. Each of the six channels 
provides stereo program monitoring and selective talkback with interconnection via 
CATS cable to multiple Active Headphone Remotes (AHR-1) am/or Monitor Se'ector 
Interface (MSI). Multiple masters may be cascaded to form larger systems. 

The FlexPhones Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program and talkback 
audio. Rear panel program and talkback trimmers are provided to pre-set maximum 
input levels. The microphone/line level talkback input is availaole via a rear panel 
plug-in euroblock connector, while the front panel XLR connector facilitates the use 
of a user-provided gooseneck microphone or headset. The frort panel is equipped 
with a level control for local headphones with both 1/4" and 118 stereo headphone 
jacks. The six front panel talkback switches allow the use: to independently 
communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can be configured to insert talkback 
audio into only the left or both ears and dim either or both program channels. Any 
combination of switches may be pressed, while the "All-Calr interrupts all listeners. 
The Talkback function can be remotely controlled. Six RJ45 jacks are provided to 
distribute audio and power via CAT5 cable to the AHR-1's, which conform to the 
Studio Hub format. Low-Z balanced audio distribution is used to preclude 
audio degradation with long cable runs. 

• • 
la a... wor• • 

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote 
The Active Headphone Remote (AHR-1) contains a stereo amplifier designed 

to work with any combination of high-efficiency headphones with impedances 
between 24 and 600 ohms. The AHR-1 is equipped with 118" and ve headphone 
jacks, level control, user-conf.gured utility momentary pushbutton and LED 
indicator. Two rear panel RJ45 jacks are provided for connection via CAT5 cable 
to the FlexPhones Master. The AHR-1 may be desktop mounted, under counter 
or with the optional HR-1/MP or HR-1/MP-XLR mounting plates, which may be 
turret or counter-top mounted. 

ivlanuractured with 
Pride in the USA 

BROADCAST 

tools 
supporteroadcasttools.com 

www.broadcasttools.com 

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST 
, 
+ft. ' 
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Transcom Corporation 
 fIM 8 FM Transmitters   

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters 
Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers 

1.5 KW 
2.5 KW 
3.5 KW 
5 KW 
6 KW 
7+ KW 
10 KW 
10 KW 
10 KW 
20 KW 
20 KW 
25 KW 
25 KW 
30 KW 
50 KW 

1 KW 
1 KW 
5 KW 
5 KW 
5 KW 
10 KW 
10 KW 
10 KW 
12 KW 
50 KW 

USED FM TRANSMITTERS 
1983 
1984 
1986 
1982 
1995 
2005 
1988 
2001 
1990 
1978 
1985 
1980 
1982 
1986 
1982 

BE FM 1.5A 
Continental 814R-1 
Harris HT 3.5 
Harris FM 5K 
Henry 6000D 
Harris Z16 HD 
BE FM10A 
Henry 10,000D-95 
Harris HT 10 
Collins 831G2 
Harris FM2OK 
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only) 
Harris FM25K 
BE FM30A 
Harris Combiner w/auto 
exciter- transmitter 
switcher 

USED AM TRANSMITTERS 
1999 Omnitronix 1000A solid state 
1983 Harris MW1A Solid State 
1985 Continental 315R1 
1982 
1987 
1988 
1982 
1986 
2000 
1985 

Harris MW5A 
Harris MW5B 
Harris DX-10 
Harris MW10A 
Harris MW1OB 
Nautel XL12 Solid State 
Continental 317 C2 

EXCITERS 
'New* 20 and 30 W synthesized 

exciters 
Used Continental 802A 

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS 
Special Discouni Pricing On: 
VHF and UHF TV Antennas ( 10w 
to 10kW) 
TV STL 

USED TV TRANSMITTERS 
5 kW UHF Hams Diamond CD Solid 

State 
55kW UHF RCA ¡ TU-55 

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT 
Bird Dummy Load, 10 kW 
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S 

Dalla TCA 
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 

vg/sampler 
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 

2 Twr 
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA 

s-phase 

Please go to our web site for updated listings - www.fmamtv.com 
Retuning and Testing Available 

CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 
2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon V3Iley, PA 19006 

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

Easy Ordering In Nanoseconds 

MIIII _ 

Cling 

With the ONLY 1,700+ page catalog 
of the NEWEST information 4 times 
a year, and daily updates to over 
660.000 products on-line, you can 
depend on Mouser for easy ordering 
in nanoseconds! 

mousencom (800) 346-6873 

- 

MOUSER 
ELECTRONICS 

NEW Products  

fo.- NEW Dpsigns 

ale" 
The NEWEST Semiconcuctors I Passnos Interconnects L Power I Electomechaniced Test Toole CSupc4in 

end Meuse, bea,r,,, Inc. OTc , prxe.e, egos lot 

Casper,' names moutonna hereln may be trabemeres of lealr wespeOne Owners 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 

Got composite, need AES? 

hell.ce.A‘Y — 

bdi 

: e e 

The Total Digital Solution... 

allt -2 11011"111F. 

b d 
Broadcast Devices 
(P) 914.737.5032 

(F) 914.736.6916 

www.Broadcast-Devices.com 

Our solutions to composite distribution include the 

CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300 

Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing cornpos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters 

with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module fcr the 
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence 

sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 fer you 

already. We have the total solution for your distribution 
needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator! 

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for 

a digital solution. The AES-302 featu-es a two input 

digital switcher with automatic switching coon silence 
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more 

outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four 

output digita; DA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about 
analog either. There is a high quality aralog output of 

the selected . nput available too. Many solutions in one 

package make the AES-302 indispensable for your 
transmitter Cr studio switching. 
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AIVI RF Systems... 

LBA Technology, Inc 
Reach Farther. Sotirel &men' 

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide supplier 

of HD radio ready AM antenna systems. Our array 

of RF products includes directional antenna systems, 

diplexers and triplexers. ATU's, and components for 

every power level. LBA systems are designed and 

custom fabricated to your distinct requirements. 

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into 

helping you reach farther and sound better! See 

what we can do for you at www.LBAgroup.com 

or call us at 252-757-0279 

252 751. 0219 • *kW.% LE,Agroupc.orn • 320 Tuer Drue • Greenvriie SC 27835 

rrENTION 
vert ¡sers 

To idvertise in Radio Magazine, contact: 

Angie Connley 
913.9617221 • cconnley@prismb2b.com 

Joyce Nolan 
610101.9993 • jnolan©prismb2b.com 

Broadcast Engineering 
Propagation Software 

Professional software packages for FCr' 

apphcafions and rredictinq coverae 

e Create stunning " real-world" coverage 
maps and interference studies using 
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P1546-1, 

PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3'm 

Search FM channels under spacings and 

contour protection using FMCommandern" 

Prepare AM skywave and groundwave 

allocations studies and map FCC contour 

coverage using AM-ProT" 

..i Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D 

terrain with Terrain-3Dn' "
VS COMMUNICATic,,, engsneertng consueng 

ILL l'aummicalimu SdImare software 
rid bedueerlai Cameglieg 

oft The teader e broadcast 

Ki lliW4111S/ 5MILOUTTS 

Transmitting & Audio Tubes 

Semiconductors 
Taylor 

Eimac 

Amperex 

MA/Corn 

Immediate 

Shipment 

from Stock 

Motorola 

Toshiba 

Thompson 

Mitsubishi 

• Se Habla Español • We Export 

760-744-0700 800-737-2787 
Fax: 760-744-1943 

www.rfparts.com 
E-mail: 

rfp@rfparts.com 37 ZGO5 

-3171 F--)e, 

RF PARTS" 
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REmote Broadcast Solutions!!! 
cirtcuieVVaprècabila - 
iA 7"- • I 

Input 

dik 

MicTel - Mic Line to Telephone Interface 

D Cutputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or 
balanced line level at up to + 10dBm 

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two 4V alkaline batteries. 

D. High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping. 

D External power input with silent, auto- switching battery backup. 

D Individual gain controls for send, receive ard headphones levels. 
(3liSIIMEItUee 

 M),YJ (51 çî-ket 
elimM311 Flori 

cw 

CircuitWorks refTap 
s 

fibe; 
• Audio LU 

TelTap - Pocket-Sized 
Manual Telephone Coupler 

•D Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual 
telephone coupler. 

D Send or receive telephone audio 

D Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from 
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connectec. 

D Compact size & low cost maces the TelTap a great 
remote kt addition for main or backup capabilities. 

Geri info on these E othEr 

grEat remote- products at 

wwv.circuitwérkés.cor;; 

Total Walk-Away 

Live Assist 

Satellite Music Formats 

Built-In Voice Tracking 

Built-In Digital Editor 

Built-In Music Scheduling 

Built-In Background Record 

Automatic Hooks Promo Generation 

Internet Voice Tracking 

No Proprietary Hardware 

Plays MP2, MP3, WAV, VVMA 

IVVIO-vv.iiigitairtiKebox.COM 

Call Us Toll Free: 888.0nAir.99 
Outside USA: 740.282.SOFT 
Fax Us Toll Free: 888.0nAir.11 

Otto FCC Certified 

SICe"1".  FM Stereo Transmitter  

• 

GET ON-THE filR, STAY ON-THE-111W 
V SOW RF output, continuous duty! 

e, Auto protect with auto soft fail & 

auto restore! 

V Automatic battery backup! 
V Digital display of all parameters 
V Perfect for LPFM and Trans,ators, as 

well as stand-alone exciters 

What's the 
bottom line? 

To stay on-the-air! 

The PX50 was designed with 

that in mind, Auto monitoring 

of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and 

restore on VSWR and tempera-
ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus 
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8, 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and . ndustry 
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-

compliance! Get on the air QUICK. ..and STAY on the air, with the P.M! 

ramsey 
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC 
590 Fishers Station Drive • Victor. NV 14564 
800-4-16-2295 • 585-924-4560 
www.ramseyelectronics.com 

Pry» rffing Value And Performance Fr.' Over 30 Years! 

.beradio.com 
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE  
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Career 

Where can I find.., a new job? 
an engineer? 

RESUMEBank 

jobsONLINE 
Go to Career Services al www.sbe.org • (317) 846-9000 

For Sale 

Fi AcousticsFirst 888 -765 .2 900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

Professional Services 

Structural Analysis  

ICts I 
Electronics Research, Inc. 

7777 Gardner Road 
Chandler, IN 47610 
(812) 925-6000 
www.ERlinc.com 

Hel Wanted 

CHIEF ENGINEER  

Backyard Broadcasting South Dakota, 
LLC. is seeking qualified self motivated 
radio broadcast Chief Engineer. Candi-
dates must posses a minimum of 5 years 
experience along with a strong knowl-
edge in all technical aspects of the radio-
broadcasting field including experience 
in directional AM and high power FM 
technology, studio maintenance, remote 
broadcasting, and computer skills. 

If you are not afraid of wearing a pager 
and you interact well with programming, 
promotions, news and sales depart-
ments, send your resume and salary re-
quirements to: 

Craig Hodgson 
VP / General Manager 

Backyard Broadcasting 
South Dakota, LLC. 

KELO-AM KELO-FM KRRO-FM 
KTWB-FM KWSN-AM 

500 South Phillips Avenue 
Sioux Falls, SD 57104 

Siouxfallscareers@bybradio.com 
or fax to 605-271-5819 

No phone calls please. 

Backyard Broadcasting South Dakota 
LLC. Is an equal opportunity employer. 

to 
advertise 

in 

adj 
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By Kan i Taylor, senior associate editor 
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Sample and Hold 
The technology behind 

online consumer listening 

Podcasting is popular for all 

Age groups listening to podcasts 

21%  
12% 
20% 
21% 

12-17 year 

18-24 year oldsio 

25-34 year olds 

35-44 year olds 

17% 

7O/0 
20/0 

45-54 year olds 
 go* 
55-64 year olds 

65+ year ohs 

Source: Arbitron, The Infinite Dial: Radio's Digital Platforms, 2006. 

About 18 years ago, Audio 
Precision was advertising its 
System One tape machine test 
equipment. System One provided response on stereo 
machines or multitracks up to 192 tracks, offered 
distortion across the entire spectrum and tested 
phase vs. frequency. For analog tapes, the System 
One tested VTRs,ATRs, reel-to-reel, cart and cassette 
formats using tapes the user made or standard refer-
ence tapes. 
The system tested audio parameters including 

gain,frequency response,distortion,noise,frequency, 
phase and crosstalk. It was the first computerized test 
system and permitted measurements to be made in 
a fraction of the time previously required. 

That was then 

With the recent attention on reception of HD 
Radio signals, a portable radio from the past 
caught our eye for its reception improvement. 
In 1955, the Motorola Portables, a line of por-

table radio receivers, offered a handle that also 
acted as a rotating antenna. Users could turn 
the handle for a stronger, clearer reception. The 
ad touted the benefits:"Three times bigger than 
other portable antennas, the user could hear 
stations from farther distances than with other 
portables radios:' The unit operated on ac, dc 
current or batteries. 
The Citation portable radio came in charcoal, 

green, red or blue with a price tag of $34.95. The 
Spectator portable radio, featuring a taupe case 
with brown trim, cost $29.95. The Caribbean 
portable radio, with a "deluxe gold-trimmed 
design," cost $39.95. 
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TAILOR THAT SOUND Vi.tie TM 

This Little Unit 

Can Do BIG Things! 

Jr-Uir 11D Pii-\DJ 
The Vorsis AP-3 digital processor is 
the ideal tool to shape your sound 

exactly the way you want it 
—cleanly and efficiently. 

Built around a multi-band compressor 
with complementary AGC, the AP-3 
replaces a whole rack of dedicated 
units. VORSIS pre-conditions your 

signal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser, 
expander), then let's you apply 3-band 

AGC/compression and 4-band para-
metric EQ (signal chain reversible) 
before going through a final stage 

zero-overshoot peak limiter. 

With real-time spectrum density 
readouts and full metering, our 

included PC graphic interface 
software makes operation of the 

AP-3 direct and easy, offering 
complete control of all audio 
parameters, presets, monitor 

functions, system settings 
and security— all through 
a single Ri-45 ethernet 

connection that lets 
you control one or 
many AP-3 units. 

tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / www.vorsis.com Copynght 0 2005 by VVheatstone Corporation 



It's a Whole New WORLD! 

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 
NET-8 DIGITAL AUDIO N 

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D-75N digital consoles! And 
because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the 
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it—you don't have to be a software 
guru or IT professional to get up and running—and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you 
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's 
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY! 

M AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 

\41 

sales@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net Copyright 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation 




